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Enrollment
growth clearly
evident at
Murray State
By SHERRY PAcCLAIN
MSU Public Relations
Enrollment growth is clearly
evident at Murray State
University with the release of
final Fall 2010 student numbers.
Official figures, which were
submitted to the Council on
Postsecondary.
Education
(CPE). indicate a final total
enrollment at MSU of 10.416
students. Last year's official
count was 10.078.
"Our enrollment number as
submitted to the CPE is indicative of the efforts and priorities
we have placed on the growth
and development of studentcentered degree programs," said
Dr. Randy Dunn. president of
Murray
State
University.
"While enrollment growth is an
important measure of success,
growth also allows us to better
embrace new models of innovation to more fully serve our students. region and beyond in the
coming years.Murray's largest enrollment
increases this year can be found
in transfer and graduate student
numbers.
"The Fall 2010 enrollment
figures are encouraging and are
a reflection of everyone's hard
work." said Fred Dietz, execurive director of enrollment management. "Our ability to offer a
quality education at•an affordable price is being noticed by
more and more students within
the region, but also nationally
and internationally."

The Lodge
destroyed
by fire this
morning
House fire reported
Monday afternoon
on Farmer Avenue
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Lodge Restaurant was destroyed
today. in an early-moming blaze.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Chief Earl
Hicks said CCFR and Murray Fire
Department responded to the alarm
between 3-4 a m. to find the building
engulfed in flames. The departments
fought to extinguish the tire and keep it
from spreading to another business adjacent to the restaurant.
The alarm was sounded around 3:30
a.m., according to Calloway 911 dispatch.
Several trucks arid more than a dozen
firefighter remained at the scene at 7 a.m.
this morning at 1674 Ky. 121 North in an
effort to make sure the flames were extinguished.
Jennifer Wilson, executive director of
the Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross, was at the scene to
assist firefighters if needed. She said the
restaurant will be missed.
'' This place meant a lot to me," she said.

TCM BERRY and WISER LOUGH Ledger & Times
Above, Calloway County Fire-Rescue personnel extinguish a blaze
at the Lodge Restaurant this morning on Ky.
121 North. Firefighters from both CCFR and Murray Fire Departme
nt responded to the alarm around 3:30 a.m.
The building was destroyed. CCFR Chief Earl Hicks
said an investigation has begun to deterrnine the cause of
the biaze. Below, a structure fire at 1623 Fanner Avenue was
reported at 10:48 a.m. Monday, and the MFD
responded with four trucks and 20 firefighters. The structure was heavily
damaged, and it looked as though it started in the front bedroom with a space heater, said Murray Fire Marshal
and Interim Fire Chief Dickie Walls.

NI See Page 2

LM alumni assist
local veterans with
memonal fundraising

WEATHER

Tway

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Leadership Murray alumni are assisting
local veterans in raising money ff.fr the
planned memorial at Chestnut Park.
Leadership Murray is a class for adults
that is held every two years to teach participants about various aspects of the community.. Peyton Mastera, a past graduate of
the program, said that he, his wife, Sarah,
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Deihl Forecast
From The National Weather Sereicx
Tuesday: Sunny, with a hiyi-+
near 71. South southwest wind
between 3 and 8 mph.
Tuesday Night: Mostly clear.
with a low around 46 South
wind around 6 mph.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny.
with a high near 72. South wind
between 5 and 9 mph
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 51.
South wind around 5 mph
becoming calm.
,
Thursday: Mostly sunny. with
a high near 73. Calm wind
becoming south southeast
around 6 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 52.
Southeast wind between 3 and
6 mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 72. South wind
between 6 and 10 mph.
Friday Night, A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy. with a tow around
54. South wind around 8 mph.
Saturday: A chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy. with a high near 61.
West southwest wind between 7
and 9 mph_
Saturday Night: A slighi
chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy. with a low around 45.
West wind around 7 mph.
Sunday: A slight chance of
showers. Partly sunny. with a
high near 58. West wind
between 5 and 7 mph.
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Bush is back, and eager
to help history judge him
By CALVIN WOODWARD
team has been
Associated Press
busy. Some of
WASHINGTON I AP1 —
the
most
George W. Bush knows that
polarizing
history' will shape his legacy
figures from
more than anything he can say.
his
200 I But that's not gonna stop a guy
2009 presifrom trying.
dency have
After two years of near
found second
silence. Bush is back.
lives in the
With his new memoir, Bush
political
"Decision Points," and a proworld.
motion tour, the president who
Karl Rove. the operative
in cockier times could not who might as well have put
think of a single mistake he "mastermind" on his business
had made, lists many. He card, became a master moneycounts the years without a raiser for the midterm elecpost-9/I I attack as his tran- tions in plenty of time to make
scendent achievement. He Democrats apoplectic all over
says the economic calamity he again. Dick Cheney. the Bush
handed off to Barack Obama vice president whose influence
was "one ugly way to end a rivaled if not surpassed
presidency."
Rove's, has tormented the
While he's been absent from
the national scene, Bush's •See Page 2

KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
NEW FENCE: Lowe's employees Michael Eldridge, left, and Mat Collins work on
a fer ce
installation around the playground at the Main Street Youth Center on Fourth
Street. The
fence was donated to the MSYC from Lowe's as part of the youth's centers efforts
to create a protected play area fronting the main building, according to MSYC Director
David
Hudspeth. Hudspeth said the donation is greatly appreciated.
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II Fires
Frort Front
I u sed

[
h e
sArd this morning toes
At to.. the tomtit hate kept the
department t Lay busy %like
I oda%
-It.• hien a Nis% last IOW
N.

breed.Speakiag at the laio,ersity of Louisville. Brown ,.aid the
Republican resurgifice will give newly einholdenel GOP lawmakers "the ability to torce a different type ot approach to solving our
very real problems."I'm hopeful that the majority party and the president got the
message that W•ashington has to start listening to the people
throughout this country." Brown said. "Ifs no more 'my way or
the highway.—
Brown's upset in Democratic-dominated Nlassachusetts foreshadowed the Republican midterm comeback. when the GOP
gained at least 60 House seats. enough to v. in a majority. and signiticantiy narrowed the Democrats' adt antage in (he Senate.
Brown said ()barna should follow the example set by thenPresident Bill Clinton after Republicans took over the House ot
Represeritato es tollow are the I gq4 midterm elections.

Kentucky

Ili Naiti

Add:11011.11 details

the tire were LI11.1\ aildhle this
morning. how e‘ Ilit.k. said MI
III \ esiq'.:111011
has hero', to
determine the ....ruse.
No one was reported in the
at the time ot the tire
••••
A structure tire at 1b23
I antler Av efillt: brought the
uri ay
I-ire
Department.
\loftily Police Department.

News in' Brief

\Mira\ star; t nitetsat Pohl,.
,ariety .o1,1 Muria\ -Callott,ry
Courtly Hospital Emergent y
Nlethcal Sert ices to the so.
Monday morning.
Murray Fire Marshal and
Interim Fire Chief Dickie \Valls
said (he call came in at 10:48
a.m. anti the MEI) responded
with four trucks and 20 firefighters. The scene was cleared
at 1:05 p.m Ile said the house
was owned
by (•rirolyn
laargroye and the tenants were
Valerie Hobbs and Nathan
Harrison.
Walls said the structure was
heavily damaged and it looked
as though it started in the front
bedroom with a space heater.
No injuries were reported.

PNC to halt mountaintop mining financing

LOUISVILLL. Ky.(AP) - PN( Bank has announi.ed a will
stop financing projects that extract coal using a controversial form
of surface mining known as mountaintop removal.
The Pittsburgh-based company is the latest of a group of maior
eommercial lenders that have backed away from tinderwriting
mountaintop removal projects after pressure from environmental
activists.
PNC said in a statement it will not fund individual projects or
"provide credit to coal producers whose priinary extraction
method is" mountaintop removal. •
The surface mining practice has for years attracted the ire of
activists and Appalachian residents. who say it contributes to environmental degradation anti water pollution. In June. a group of 50
activists gathered at a downtown PNC bank branch in Lexington
to protest the bank's alleged lending to mountaintop removal pro,ects.

Congratulations to Bill INells for
prevailing in the election! I urge all
citizens who supported me in this
hard fought election to now support
Bill as he begins the important work
of becoming our next Mayor.
.
I was honored to represent you in the,
election and I can't thank youenough for all your support and bard
work.
SinceMly,
• Butch
Seargent

• .Peld tor by tidtch Seargest
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Lexington police eye possible links to cold case
\INGTON. Ky.(API — Lexington police say they have been

Scott Brown urged President Barack Obama to take a cue from
Bill Clinton following a midterm election setback and shift to the
political center in dealing with the nation's economic woes.
Brown. who became a political sensation when he captured the
late Ted Kennedy's Senate seat in January. also said the incoming
class of senators elected last week should become "an independent

looking at two serial killing cases in other states to see if there
may be a connection to the 49-year-old slaying of a Transylvania
University student.
Lexington police spokeswoman Sherelle Roberts says the cases
came to light when detectives attended a meeting with investigators from Ohio and Michigan. She said it's common to exchange
information about cold eases at such gatherings.
Roberts said both men in the other cases, one in Michigan and
one in Calibirnia. can he traced to being in Kentucky in 1961. But
she stressed that neither of those men or anyone else has been
named a suspect in the Transylt ania case.
The Transylvania student. I 9-year-old Betty Gail Brown, was
slain Oct. 27. 1961. as she left the campus library.

II Memorial...

II Bush...

From Front

From Front

Mass. Sen. Brown urges Obama to shift to center
Louis‘.11..1.E. Ky. API Ntlassat:husetts Republican Sen.

Friends,

And Glenn Fritts had helped to
organize a rebate day with local
restaurants to raise money for
the memorial.'The memorial has
Already broken ground and will
he dedicated on Saturday.
Mastera said the memorial is a
worthy cause. but that the
organizers were having a little
trouble selling bricks to raise the
total necessary to complete it.
He said that because of this,
Leadership Murray wanted to
help the group of local veterans
by contacting restaurants to
organize the Veterans Day
rebate offer and also to put up a
website telling people how to
donate.
Mastera said about half of the
restaurants in town had agreed
to donate 10 percent of their
receipts to the memorial during
certain periods on Thursday,
which is Veterans Day. He said
restaurants open only through
lunch were asked to participate
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
restaurants open through dinner
were asked to participate from
4:30-8:30 p.m.

Check Out These Great Homes
aa

The website, www.mccveteransmemorial.corn. lists each of
the participating restaurants and
has information intornung people how they can contribute to
the memonal by buying a brick
to honor a loved one. People
visiting the website can also
download a form to fill out personal information and what they
want the brick to say. Bricks are
$50 each and may contain 13
characters per line and three
lines maximum.
Veterans ofyoreign Wars Post
6291 Commander Flenoy said
Leadership Murray got involved
in the project after the groundbreaking in July' and had helped
increase the brick sales a great
deal. He said he and the other
organizers of the memorial had
been a bit unsure of how best to
promote the brick sales, but
since Leadership Murray alumni Include many' people in business and marketing, their work
has greatly improved the
response from the community.
For more information about
the rebate program. e-mail glennfritts bankwithhentage.cotn.
To donate to the memorial, call
Memorial Chairman Dick
Henneberger at 759-2415,
Barrow at 489-2436 or VFW'
Quartermaster David Nash at
227-0158.

Fires to be set in Cades
Cove to keep fields open
Barbara Campbell
270-293-7874

I 713 Keenland
Three bedroom. 2 bath totally remodeled home. Tile walk-in shower, beautiful flooring,
covered
porch. new light fixtures. Very open floor plan between dining. kitchen and family room.
Great
hackyard. Priced to sell! $129,9(X). MLS #55826

.ludith Gupton
270-978-0859

4610 Roosevelt Road - Dexter, KY

Three bedroom. 2 bath located on 1.39 acres with 24x46 tvvo stall barn. Large master suite
with
master bath. Open floor plan and very spacious. Approximately 1,800 square feet.
All appliances
stay with the home. Roof shingles and cedar siding stained. Completed in 2008. Well in 2006
Sb4.9011. Call Judith Gupton today to view this home 978-0859.

GATLINBURG, Tenn. (API
— National Park Service workers plan controlled burns this
week in Cades Cove at the
Great
Smoky
Mountains
National Park.
Fires will be set to keep open
fields and meadows that would
otherwise be reclaimed by' the
forest.
A news release from the Park
Service says fires are planned
Tuesday through Friday. weather conditions permitting.
The park contracts to have
about 950 acres near Cades
Cove Loop Road mowed twice
a year. About 1.5(10 acres of
open land less visible from the
road is burned or mowed on a
three- vear rotat ion.

WWW.MU

Obania administration at many'
turns.
Not Bush.
He has giyen the occasional
innocuous speech. has tended
his presidential center. has
helped with Haiti earthquake
relief and has offered glimpses
of a life that has him walking
Barney the dog in his Dallas
neighborhood with a poop bag,
"picking up that which I had
been dodging for the past eight
years."
"Decision Points" puts Bush
back in the public eye. He'll be
all over TV this week and
beyond. front news and opinion
shows to Oprah Winfrey and Jay
I.eno.
But times have changed.
Hard-driving tea party adherents, a post-Bush movement.
helped to power a Republican
takeover of the House and gains
in the Senate in the recent elections. seemingly light years
frorn rhe "compassionate conservatism" that Bush said he
hoped to bring to the White
House front Texas a decade ago.
For all the sour struggles of
his time in Washington and the
divisiveness over war policy,
Bush pushed Congress to spend
billions more on education and
ushered in prescription drug
coverage for seniors in a major
expansion of health care, now

overshadowed by °bar I
overhaul. Those measures. A
are out of step with the
Republican majority coming in
And he's not out to trash
Obania in his new book. The
Democrat. in his 2008 presidt.,
tial campaign. spared no et•
to criticize Bush for taking
U.S. to war in Iraq, for In.....
the effort in Afghanistan tlag
and for presiding over an economy sinking into the Great
Recession.
Bush turns the other cherk
merely praising Obama's d..
sion to add troops rt,
Afghanistan.
Instead he details difficult
times with Cheney, still his
friend. delivering some of the
buzz-generating palace intrigue
that is expected of any political
memoir. 'Expect still more with
memoirs coming out in January
by Bush's first defense secretary. Donald H., Rumsfeld. and
by Cheney himself in the spring.
Bush was unpopular when he
left office and he still is, according to an Associated Press-GfK
poll in September. In the survey.
55 percent looked at him unfavorably and 51 percent blamed
him for the economic crisis that
began on his watch.
He says he won•t he around to
hear history's uitimate verdict
and he's tine with that.

MATH PRAC
math skills eE

FIELD TRIP:
to a worker at

No official ID, yet, on second accident victim
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
motor vehicle collision and
Staff Writer
vehicle on fire near 2340
The second victim of the Douglas
Road. Calloway
Friday car crash on Douglas (7ounty Fire
Rescue, Murray
Road has still not been official- Fire Department
Rescue 1 and
ly identified by state medical MCCH EMS
were dispatched
examiners.
along with a deputy'.
Calloway County Coroner
Upon arrival. units found a
Rick Han-is said he thought the vehicle
overturned and fully
Louistille examiners attempt- engulfed
in flames. The investiing to identify' the second vicitrn gation
revealed that the vehicle
would be able to officially was westbound
on Douglas
release a name today. One via- Road and
it appeared that thc
tim has been identified as pw.senger-s
ide tires dropped
Barbara K. McClure. ft0, of onto the
shoulder. Ai that point,
Murray,. Captain Richard Steen the vehicle
started sliding sideof the Calloway County way-s.
crossed the center line
Sheriffs Office reported that at and
struck an embankment
approximately' 2.38 p.m. Friday. before
striking a tree and overCCSO re;:er‘ed a report of a turning
and catching tire.
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, VIRUS OR SPYVVARE?
WE CAN HELPI
Pat Cherry
270-293-0318

273 Wells Purdom Drive - PRICE REDUCTION!

$ Only

l'hree bedroom. 2 bath home on .5 acres with 2 car attached garage. New bamboo hardwixxi floor
ing and neW tile. Covered patio on back of home and new oversized deck with 27 ft. above ground
pool. Storage building. Move in ready[! $1,46.900. MLS #58071

Virus Spyware
cleanup, up to a
"complete reformat
of your machine
INCLUDING data baCkup!

v

1627 Sunset

Tracy Williams
270-293-3467

Newly built and move in ready ! Three bedroom. 2 bath home has a split floor plan with vaulter:
ceilings. Very open anti lots of natural light flow.()pen living room. kitchen and dining area. Master
.1[11,, tars .1 a alk-in closet. Notarril paint color, French door, oper to covered deck.
Located on
.1. $154.900.( '
For more information call.—

AMPBELL REALTY

Flat Rate and Upfront pricing
ti Professional Shop and Service
1 SUPER FASr Service
1P
Variety of Parts and Services

EILUEORAS5

compluirem
SYS

112 11142th St. • 759-8780 • catnpbellrealty.corn
Member of Multiple Licting Service

Office

T

E

M

S

Located On the Court Square
111 S. zIt' St. / Phone 270.761.2427

MCSO reports on
Brewers Hwy. accident
Staff Report
On Monday. Deputy Steven
Oakley of the Marshall County
Sheriff's Office responded to
Brewers Highway for an injury
accident. Justin D. Humphrey.
29. of Kirksey. and David D.
Davis, 29. of McKenzie, Tenn..
were both traveling east on
State Route 402. Humphrey
said he didn't see Davis and
struck the rear of Davis' vehicle. According to Humphrey-,
the sun was a contributing factor Marshall County EMS
transported the injured parties
to Murray -Calloway County
Hospital for treatment. accotrdmg to M('SO. A hospital.
spokesperson said Davis was
treated and released. but that
there was no record of
Humphrey being admitted.
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LEARNING
Health and Emergency Services
5tore guest speakers visit CCHS

!.aid the
GOP lawmakh to solving our
ident got the
le people
e 'my way or

www.murrayledger.com

husetts forethe GOP
ijonty. and sigle Senate.
tt by thenthe House of
ons.

e-mail: kloughemurrayledger,com
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Special to the Ledger
Recently, Dana Stonecipher's Health Class at
Calloway' County' High School has had guest
speakers explaining their careers in the field of
Heath and Emergency Services. Jill R. Hudson is
a 911 dispatcher for the Murray Police Department
C'ommunications Division and serves the public
by dispatching for the police department as well as
the Murray Fire Department and emergency medical services. Hudson is a graduate of CCHS and
has a daughter currently• in the sophomore class.
She explained her job, the educational training
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Brown, was

by Obama's
t measures, too,
ytep with the
ority coming in.
t out to trash
new book. The
y 2008 presiden;pared no effort
h for taking the
Iraq, for letting
ifghanistan flag
g over an econonto the Great

required, and the hours and duties of her job.
Jerry' Gorrell also spoke to the class. He is the
director of the Murray Calloway County EMS
ambulance service. Gorrell's son and daughter
both graduated from CCHS. He shared the
requirements for his position and the education
necessary to provide emergency services to our
community.
"We thank our guests for taking the timc to
speak to our Health students about career opportunities and the importance of education,"
Stonecipher said.

Photos provtded

ELEMENTARY
Photo provided

MATH PRACTICE: Pictured are students in Holly Bloodworth's class who practice using
their
math skills each week at the Tiger Cub Store.

Pictured are recent guests to the
CCHS Health Class. At right, Jerry
Gorrell, director of the Murray
Calloway County EMS ambulance
service. Pictued below is
Jill R.
Hudson. a 911 dispatcher for the
Murray
Police
Department
Communications Division.
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FIELD TRIP: During a recent field trip, 3rd grade students from Southwest Elementary listen
to a worker at LBL's Home Place explaining about the Appalach an culture and history.
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Travis Duff, center. from Murray High School recently received a
Certificate of Recognition from the Commonwealth Honors
Academy. Pictured with Durr is Dr. Warren Edminster, Academic
Dean of the Academy. and Dr Randy Dunn, MSU President.

Durr recognized by CHA
Special to the Ledger
Travis Durr troni Murray
High School recently. received a
Certificate of Recognition from
the Commonwealth Honors
Academy at a reunion of
Academy scholars held at
Murray State University on
September 25th.
Travis and 88 other students

completed
the
three-week
Academy at Murray State
between June 4th and June 26th.
2010. During the three weeks.
Academy scholars took two college-level courses. attended
multiple lectures. concerts. and
orientations, and participated in
a tri-weekly personal development seminar.
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CHAPTER 9
Oh no! What's wrong with my
paws'? Why won't they move and why is the audience so (inlet
all of the sudden? It seems like
I've been standing frozen in front
of thousands of people for the
past hour. I have to do something.
1 carefully chose two different
balls from the box of props. I put
one ball in each paw and tossed
them up. Unfortunately', I threw
them way too hard arid far too
high. I was able to chase down
one ball but the other ball hit the
tightrope walker. Thankfully. he
hail a net under him to catch him
when the ball knocked him
down. At first the audience
gasped, then laughed as loud as
they could. I'd done embarrassing things before, but this took
the cake. How would I ever
recover'?
Out of the ccrner of my eye, I
saw Chloe joining me onstage.
"Throw me a ball. Woody.."
Chloe instructed. I picked up a
ball and threw it at Chloe. She
jumped up. caught it in her
mouth. and the crowd began to
cheer.
"Throw. me another one."
Chloe said. "Keep throwing balls
to me as fast as you can." I followed Chloe's instructions and
threw balls one after the other
after the other. Vvith every ball,
Chloe would jump up and catch it
with her mouth. The crowd Was
cheering and chanting. "Faster!
Faster! Faster!" The faster I
threw the faster she caught. Then,
Chloe picked up one of my oars
and held it like a baseball bat. I
threw her a ball and she hit it
with the oar. Home run! My sister could catch and she could hit!
The clown joined in the fun by.•
catching Chloe's hits and chasing
her around the pretend bases. We
had a regular. albeit impromptu.
baseball game! Once we felt
we'd successfully performed.
Chloe and I took a bow and
received a standing ovation.
Chloe and I. along with the

Lakela
nd Chem.Dry.
.
17270-759-1569 • 1-270-227-4601
1-800-273-5184
Visit our website at www.chem-dry.net/lakeland.ky

!LLUSTRATIONS

crowd. also showed our appreciation to the clown before we gathered up the oars and harmonica
and exited stage right.
"Terrific job. pups!" Mom and
Dad said as they met us after the
act. "That was so entertaining!
The crowd loved it!"
"Chloe was terrific." I said.
"but I was a total failure!"
"You were no such thing!" Dad
said forcefully. "You were wonderful! Sure, you had a rocky
start, hut you recovered, and
that's what's important!"
"Your dad's right, Woody, you
were fantastic!" Mom said.
"When things got rough. you didn't quit. You and Chloe worked it
out! As the phrase goes, you did
your thing. Dawg!" We al!
laughed. but honestly, I didn't
feel one bit better.
"Really., Woody,- Chloe said as
she put her paw around my neck.
"you did great. Like Dad said.
you may have gotten off to a
bumpy. start. but you totally
recovered."
"You're the best big sister," I
replied to Chloe. "You always
have my back. I feel like an idiot
- and to think there were hundreds of celebrities watching. I
can't wait until this night is
over."
"You're being too hard on
yourself."
Chloe
argued.
"Besides. you know the old saying. What happens in Vegas.
stays in Vegas!" Vve laughed and
decided to find a hotel rooni and
get a good night sleep.
As we walked through the circus tent. we heard a loud boom
followed hy rumbling. Berare
any of us could say a word. the
ground began shaking and jerking. It felt like the airplane turbulence and strong rafting waves all
rolled into one. It seemed like the
world was spinning out of control.
"Drop. cover. and hold on!"
Dad ordered. "We're ha.:ing
earthquake!" Just like we had
been taught. Chloe and I dropped

PAUL EiRETT JOHNSON

to the floor. Mom and Dad quickly covered our bodies with theirs
and were holding the oars over us
for protection. Since we weren't
in a building. we didn't have to
vvorry about glass from the w undo% s. but there were plenty of
other concerns.
As Chloe and 1 were buried
under Mom and Dad's bodies. I
remembered reading about earthquakes and how an earthquake
was a release of energy or shift in
the earth's crust causing the earth
to shake. I also remembered reading vs e needed to keep ourselves
covered, avoid glass and power
lines, and stay. calm.
"Take long deep breaths.
pups."' Mom said as she kept her
body wrapped around us. "That

will help you stay calm and allov.
your body get the oxygen
needs. Hang in there. The quake
will be over soon."
Following Mom's instruytions.
I took long. deep breaths in, and
then blew them out slowly. Ahhh
- already I began to calm down
Then all of the sudden. I heard
the loudest crash and the world
all around me went completely
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Just what did
voters say?
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DIVIDED CONGRE55
NOTWITH5TANDING/
THE ELECTORATE CLEARLY
WANTS U5 TO WORK
TOGETHER/ YOU MEWLING,
RECKLE9 , WA5TREL.
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By LIZ SIDOTI
AASHINGTON (AP) —
.-Xinerica spoke. So what exact!) did the countr) say it wanted beyond an end to one-party
rule'?
Smaller go% ernment. Less
spending. More jobs.
"Slow down" was the overriding message to Barack
Obama. a first-term president
with big ambitions who used
his big Democratic majorities
in Congress to try to transform the nation. He attempted
that feat while simultaneously
trying to thwart economic catastrophe with government bailouts
that he inherited or initiated
of failing banks and teetering
automakers.
But it tunis out that his
ty.pe of change was too much,
too soon. And voters told him
as much. A day later. Obama
said he heard them loud and
clear.
"I think people started looking at all this. and it felt as
if government was getting much
more intrusive into people's
lives than they. were accustomed
to." the diminished president
conceded. He took responsibility for not doing enough to
,alter the ways of the capital.
from hyper-partisanship to
back-room dealing. "We were
in such a hurry to get things
done that we didn't change
how things were done."
This blunt acknowledgment
came from a president who
has faced criticism from Republicans and Democrats alike that
he's out of touch with voters'
economic anxiety and has
ignored the people's wilt. He
:accepted responsibility in the
aftermath of an election that
saw Republicans rise to power
in the House, bolster their ranks
in the Senate. and make sweeping gains in statehouses across
the country.
"A shellacking" Obama
called it.
And it was.
The GOP — the only alternative in a two-party system
— was the beneficiary of a
disappointed public looking to
curtail Obama and his Democrats. But a call for a wholesale return to Republican policies? Not this election.
John Boehner, ready. to
become House speaker. signaled
that he knew. as much.
"Our job is to listen to the
American people and follow
the will of the American people." Boehner, R-Ohio, said,
casting the elections as a rejection of Obama's agenda. "It's
a mandate for Washington to
reduce the size of government
and continue our fight for a
smaller. less costly and more
accountable government."
Creating jobs is an overriding priority. too. he said.

Still, although they put those
issues at the forefront. Republicans made clear that they
also were eying other priorities, including Obama's health
care law, which Boehner called
a "monstrosity" that needed to
be repealed.
To the extent that the GOP
does have a mandate. an Associated Press analysis of exit
poll data shows that it would
be to limit the government's
reafh and scale back spending.
Republicans won because
most voters — and particularly swing-voting independents
who decide elections. thought
that:
--Government is intruding
too much into decisions that
should be left to people and
businesses.
—Washington isn't working.
—Reducing
deficit
the
should be a main focus of thc
next Congress.
—Obama wasn't doing a
good job, and his policies were
harming the country.
The president who won b)
challenging George Bush's
economy two years ago says
his Democrats face a segment
of the electorate that was more
despairing now. Four in 10
said their own financial situation got worse during his tenure.
"We've made progress. But
clearly too many Americans
haven't felt that progress yet,"
Obama said. "I take responsibility for that."
In an increasingly polarized
society, people also had contradictory positions. underscoring the gulf the two sides must
bridge if they have any hope
of getting things done.
Voters are:
—Divided over what to do
with Obama's health care law.
—Split on whether to renew
soon-to-expire tax cuts for
everyone including those earning at least $250,000 a year.
—Fractured over whether dte
new Congress' top priority
should be deficit reduction, creating jobs by spending money,
or cutting taxes.
"Neither side is going to
get everything that they want,"
said retiring Democratic Sen.
Evan Bayh of Indiana. "The
difficulty will be the most fervent parts of each party are
going to resist that kind of
compromise."
All the evidence of a country in conflict makes clear that
voters weren't so much embracing the GOP as they. were rebuking Obama and Democrats.
Said Rep. Paul Ryan, R-Wis.:
"This is not necessarily 'we love
Republicans.' This is 'change
course, the country's on the
wrong track."'
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People, not parties, are in charge
Over the past two years.
the American people looked at
what was going on in Washington and they became increasingly. worried. Not only were
Democratic leaders ignoring our
nation's ongoing job crisis:
their big-government policies
and out-of-control spending was
causing some to wonder about
the future of the American
dream itself.
"Americans worried about
the consequences of a $14 trillion debt; about a health care
bill that creates 159 new bureaucratic entities. including two
massive new entitlement programs, they worried about all
the bailouts, and they worried
about every other piece of legislation that seemed like it was
designed to kill jobs rather
than create them.
Most of all. they worried
that what some have called the
Europeanization of America
would continue unchecked, and
that, as a result. our children
and grandchildren could no
longer expect to have the same
opportunities that we•ve had.
(Last week) those worries
gave way to a new optimism.
For the past two years, Democrat lawmakers chose to ignore
the American people, so on
Tuesday the American people
chose new lawmakers. They
held their elected representatives to account. And they
demonstrated to all of us that
Constitutional conservatism is
alive and well.
To the Editor:
First. let me congratulate all
of the candidates who placed
their names before the public
during this mid-term election,
no matter their party of registration. Calloway Count). citizens were the real winners simply because there were candidates on both sides of the ballot on several races.
We accomplished several
things as a party during this
election. Candidates came forward and came together with
a real conservative approach.
That gave voters an opportunity to have a choice rather
than an empty slate. That's

"This isn't a reason for
Republicans to gloat: rather,
it's a time for both parties to
realize who's really in charge
-- the people — and to be grateful for the opportunity we now
have to begin to turn this ship
around. Tuesday was a referendum, not a choice. It was a
report card on the administratiori and anyone who supported its agenda, plain and simple.
It doesn't take a roomful
of 'political scientists to figure
it out. Americans voted for
change in the last two elections because of two long and
difficult wars and because they
hoped a changing of the guard
would stabilize the economy
and get America moving again.
And then the people they elected set about dismantling the free
market, handing out political
favors at taxpayer expense.
expanding government. and creating a more precarious future
for our children. In other words,
Democrat leaders used the crisis of the moment to advance
an agenda Americans didn't
ask for and couldn't afford.
And then they ignored and dismissed anyone who dared to
speak out against it.
So the voters didn't suddenly fall in love with Republicans: they fell out of love
with Democrats. And while
they may have voted to send
more Republicans to Washington, they're sending them here
with clear marching orders:

stop the
at the time, at least among a
big-govlot of Democrats. It read,
ernment
-We're All Socialists Now".
freight
.Nnd I'll just note parenthi
train and
cally that "Newsweek" v .
respect
recently sold for less than the
the will of
cover price of a single copy
the people
of the magazine. Hopefully the
who sent
Democrats don't bail them out
you there.
too.
A
Anyway. while the media
Churchill
was still groping to define the
once
2008 election, Republicans were
observed, U.S. Sen. Mitch
taking, stock. We knew the
"Courage McConnew Rprinciples that had made our
KentuCky
is what it
party great were the same printakes to
ciples that had made America
stand up
great, and that if we were
and speak; land] courage is going to solve the problems
also what it takes to sit down of the day, we would have to
and listen." And I can't think embrace and explain those prinof a better way to sum up ciples. not discard or conceal
Tuesday's election than that.
them. So we renewed our comThis morning, I would like mitment to our core principles
to talk a little bit more about — win, lose, or draw.
how we got here, and the task
If we had not done this.
ahead. And I wanted to do it the administration would never
here at the Heritage Founda- suffer the consequences for
tion, because for nearly 41) pushing policies Americans
years Heritage has played a opposed. and Amencans wouldcrucial role in promoting and n't have a clear alternative.
defending the principles of free And that is why this, in my
enterprise, limited government, view. was the single most
freedom, and a strong defense important thing Republicans in
-- in other words, the very Congress did to prepare the
principles the American peo- ground for (last)Tuesday's elecple voted to uphold in Tues- tion. By sticking together in
day's historic election.
principled opposition to poliFirst: how we got here. Let's cies we viewed as harmful, we
cast our minds back for a made it perfectly clear to the
moment to early 2009. I think American people where we
a "Newsweek** cover from early' stood we gave voters a real
February sums up the conven- choice on Election Day
tional wisdom in Washington
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something we all deserve, so
that one party or the other
never perceives that they are
above the citizens of Murray
and Calloway County who
elected them.
Also. candidates must be
held accountable. Although
uncomfortable for some. a candidate's record should be examined and compared by a challenger just to make sure they
are doing what they were elect-

ed to do. We did that. We
stepped up to challenge the
incumbents. We received significant vote totals. in many
cases about 40 percent of the
vote. It should tell Democratic candidates that we are not
only keeping an eye on them,
but we will expect them to
serve well. This doesn't make
us the enemy; we are simply
taxpayers!
Lastly, we helped propel U.S.
Senate candidate Rand Paul to
victory and reaffirmed U.S. Rep.
Ed Whitfield of our First Dis-

trict to another term. This tells
me that people of Calloway
County are mostly conservative and care about principles.
Again, congratulations to all
candidates for a superb effort_
We appreciate your spirit ot
serving our community and your
desire for its improvement. And
to the public, especially those
who voted for Republican candidates, we sincerely appreciate your support. May God bless
Murray and Calloway Count)
and our leadership as we work
together for the good of all.
Sincerely,
Greg Delancey, chairman
Calloway County Republican
Party. Murray. Ky.
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Our Elected Officials

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)

State Sen. Ken Winters (R-Murray)

137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343

Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
e-mail: ken winters@ Irc.ky.gov

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)

State Rep. Melvin Henley (D-Murray)

361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

Washington, D.C. 20510

Room 329J. Capitoi Annex
e-mall: melvin.henley@irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181
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Barbara "Barbi" Keel-McClure. 60, of Murray. died Friday. Nov.
5. 2010. due to an automobile accident.
J.H. Churchill Funeral
HOIlle is in charge of arrangements. Arrangements
are incomplete at
this time.

Raymond C. Lafser

Raymond C. Laker. 79, of Murray., died Saturday night. Nov. 6.
2010. at his home aurrounded by. his family.
In addition ttt his parents Anna (McGuire) and Arthur J. Latser.
he was preceded in death by. one brother. Arthur J. Lafser: four sisters. Anna Larson. Catherine Dahm. Corrine Smiley and Margaret
Ella Mae Quertermous
%Varmbrodt. and his grantidaughter-in-law. Jessica Lafser.
Lila Mae Querteriliou,.
ot Wells Boulevard. Murray. died
He is survived hy his wife Leola (Storm Lafser; seven children.
Sunday. Nov. 7, 2010. at her home.
Rayniond Laker and wife. Marie of Naperville. III.; Catherine
Born July 17. 191a. in Golden Pond. to the late Etta Birdsong and Sames and Johnny Shelley
of Murray: Peter Lafser and wife. Gayle
Euen Newton. she married Dr. John C. Querternvous on Aug. 1 I.
Jacksonv die. Fla.: James Lafser and wife, Cathenne of Versailles:
1940. A 1940 graduate of Murray State University, she was a teacher Mii:hael Laker
and wife. Mille of O'Fallon, Mo.: John Lalser of
in Golden Pond and Maysville before the family's move to Murray. Jacksonville.
Fla.: Mary Lafser of Middlefield, Conn.; 15 grandchilShe was also a member of the First C'hristian Church. Kentucky dren, Steven
Lafser and fiance. Erin, Jennifer Lafser, Thomas
P.E.O. Chapter M. and the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Laker. Daniel Laker,
C'hristina (Samesi and husband, David Cecil.
Club.
William Sames and v,ife. Angela (Fields). Cassandra Laker..
She was preceded in death by her husband. John C. Quertermous: Heather Lafser, Rebecca
Laker, Virginia Lafser, Erica Lafser.
and her sister. Frances Newton Bilbrey.
Christopher Lafser. Lori (Lafseri and husband, Jeffery. Herndon.
She is survived by. a son. John R. Quertennous and wife. Ann Timothy Lafser and wife.
Ayumi (Moon). Jason Latfser and wife.
Kelly: a daughter. Ellen Newton Quertermous and husband. Don Haley.: and four great-grandchildren;
one brother. William P. Lafser
Greer of Nashville. Tenn.: three grandchildren, Sarah Elizabeth of Roanoke. Va.: and several
niecea and nephews.
Quertermous ol Nashville, James Lassiter Quertermous of
A memorial service was held Monday. Nov. 8. 2010, at 10 a.m. at
Louisville. and John Shuler Querternious of Sydney.. Australia; a St. Leo Catholic Church.
brother-in-law, J. Luke Quertermous of Princeton; and several
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Leo Catholic
nieces. nephew's and caregivers.
Church Building Funds. 401 N. 12th Street, Munay KY 42071-1991
Graveside services will be held Wednesday, Nov. 10, 2010. at 1 or Murray Calloway County Hospice. 803 Poplar Street,
Murray.
p.m. at Murray City' Cemetery. with the Rev. Ruth Ragovin officiat- KY 42071.
ing. Serving as pallbearers will be Bob Goebel, Morris Bilbrey.. Bob
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral'Taylor. Dow Ryan. Dr. Dan Miller. Fred Wells. Hunt Smock. Joe home.com. Arrangements were handled by the J.H.
Churchill
Dick, David Parker. and Skipper Bennett.
Funeral Home.
Visitation will be Wednesday, Nov. 10. from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Shirley Anne Wade
Expressions of sympathy may. be made to the First Christian
tiliirley a; al.' a,;:.
of Murray., died Friday. NON'. 5. 2010, at
Church. I I I North Fifth Street. Murray. KY 42071.
Centennial Medical Center in Nashville, Tenn.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralBorn NON'. I 7, 1934. in Fulton, she was a member of First Baptist
home.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral Church in Murray. and a member of Oaks Country
Club.
Home.
In addition to her parents. Mr. and Mrs. James A. Mann, she was
preceded in death by her husband. Bobby loe Wade; aid her brothVictoria Ifildir Ogg
ers James. Tornniy. Snooky. Don and Marvin Russell Mann.
Victoria "Vikki" Gayle Ogg. 60, formerly of Nlurray. died
She is suraived by one daughter. Sue Ann Belderes and husband.
Thursday, Nov. 4. 2010, in Houston. Texas. after a Dennis of Hurricane. W. Va.; sons. Keith Wade and wife. Carlene of
battle with cancer.
Las Vegas, Nev., and Jerry Wade and wife. Tammy of Murray; sisBorn March 30, 1950, in Madisonville. she was ters. Gene Bright of Fulton. Carolyn Bodie Outland of Calvert City,
a cheerleader and valedictorian at Earlington High Mae Croft of Jeffersonville. Ind.; brothers. Leon Mann of South
School and attended Murray State University Fulton. Tenn.. Johnny Mann of Hampton. Va., Marshall Mann of
where she graduated with bachelor's degrees in Paris Landing. Tenn., David Mann of South Fulton, and Bobby
English and history. She was also named' Who's Mann of Gilbertsville: grandchildienJandrea and husband. Thomas.
Who Among Students in American Universities Kara Belderes. Jacob and Sarah Wade. Joie Kui. Lisa. Gene and
and Colleges and was a member of Alpha Omicron Fran Minns: and five great-grandchildren; and many friends.
Pi sorority. Ogg moved from Murray to Houston in
Funeral services were held yesterday. Tuesday, NON'. 9, 2010, at
1981, and worked for Shields & Associates and 10 a.m. with the Rev. James Lawson officiating. Burial followed in
Ogg
became Vice-President of RSA Contract Staffing the Murray City Cemetery. Serving as active pallbearers were Don
before retiring.
Steffey. Bill Croft. Randy' Brasfield. Mike Wade, Mickey Brockwell
She was preceded in death by father. Thomas Ogg; anti brother. and Thomas Lane. Honorary pallbearers were A.R. Hatcher and
Richard Ogg.
Jerry Parker. Expressions of sympathy may be made to American
Ogg is survived by her husband of IS years. Ronald Murray; Heart Association or your favorite charity.. Online condolences may
daughter, Tory Gerczak anti husband, Thomas; daughter. Tracy be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements
Blome and husband, Jeffrey.: step-daughter. Kelly Murray; step-son, were handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Marshall Murray' and wife. Angie; grandchildren. Ella Gerczak and
Isabella. Mia and Matthew Mun-ay; mother, Jane Ogg Steele and
PeeL 6 HOLL9110 pacinG ream
husband. Edward M.: sisters-in-law. Alma Dunham and Mary.
Murray; and many. friends.
A Celebration of Life service will be held Saturday'. Nov. 13.
2010. at II a.m. at Gateway Community. Church. 760'Clear Lake
THe
City Blvd, Webster, Texas. Following the service, friends may gather at her home. Burial will be in Suthards Cemetery in Hopkins
County. Expression+ of sympathy may be made to Houston Hospice
at 1905 Holcombe Blvd.. Houston, TX 77030-4123 or www.housSponsored by Peel Hotlard Financial Group and McNutt Insurance
tonhospice.org; MD Anderson Cancer Center; Livestrong
Foundation: the Houston SPC.A. or charity of your choice.
Arrangements are handled by Crowder Funeral Home.
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Everard Raymond Hicks
Lverard Raymond Hicks, 91, of NIL Pleasant, S.C., died
Saturday. Nov. 6, 2010.
Born Feb. 24. 1919, to Rob Roy and Ruby. Hicks in Hazel. he
trained as a nurse at his grandfather's hospital, 'The
William Mason Memorial Hospital in Murray, before
g.raduating as a Registered Nurse in 1941. He was
attatttt
drafted into the army. at 21 and was assigned as a
medical NCO to the 924th Field Artillery Battalion.
99th "Checkerboard" Infantry Division. After graduating as a nurse
anesthetist at the Norwegian American School of Anesthesiology in
Chicago, he founded the first school for nurse anesthetists in South
Carolina at the McCleod Infirmary in Florence, S.C. in 1954. He
then moved his family to Charleston to begin the first nurse anesthetist's program at MUSC in 1965. While director of this program.
he received his Nlasters Degree in Education from The Citadel. Near
the end of his career, he was awarded the honor of Professor
Emeritus at MUSC. Hicks recently' received the SC Association of
Nurse Anesthetists' Helen Arndt Award for his distinguished career
as a nurse anesthetist.
Hicks was preceded in death by his wife, Carolyn Polk Hicks; his
brothers. Dr. Shelby anti Rob Hicks; and his son. Mike Hicks.
He is survived by his son. Dr. Marc Hicks: one daughter. Dianne
Tennyson and husband. Eric Vincent; grandchildren. Jeremy Hicks.
Jonathan Hicks, Sarah. Rebekah and Anna Tennyson; and a greatgrandson.
A memorial service will be held Sunday. Noy. 14, 2010, at 2 p.m.
at St. Andrews Church. Mt. Pleasant. Burial will follow. in Mount
Pleasant Nlemorial Gardens. Expressions of sympathy may be made
to the Everard Hicks Memorial Fund at MUSC. Anesthesia for
Nurse Anesthetist Program. 151 B Rutledge Avenue. MSC' 962.
Charleston. SC 29425. Online condolences may be made to
wwwlhenrystuhr.com. Arrangements are handled by J. Henry Sturh.
Inc., Mount Pleasant Chapel.

Chili fundraising lunch in support of
Relay for Life 2011

Friday, November 12 - 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

wHepe. First United Methodist Church's lawn
• 503 Maple Street - Murray
Chili, hot dogs, all the fixins'. pimento
MerIU: cheese
sandwiches. desserts, and drinks

COST:

ort, Ky. 40601
800-372-7181

art, Ky. 40601
300-372-7181

Starting at

'499

Investments Since 1854
Do% ionts Ind. isg.....11404.87 • 1.97
Air Products
87.48 + 0.27
Apple
120.61 + 1.99
AT& T. Inc.................
- 0.02
BB&
25.40 + 0.13
Rank or America
12.69 + 0.09
Briggs & Stratton ...-.„ 18.50 - 0.111
Bristol ,Iyers Squibb
26.41 - 0.06
Caterpillar
83.20 + 0.08
Chevron Texaco C'orp 83.98 - 0.82
Daimler Christer
69.41 + 1.08
DUD Foods
8.89 - 1.52
Exxon-Mobil
70.30 « 0.4i
Ford Motor .............
16.54 + 0.13
General Electric
16.73 + 0.02
GlaxoSmitliKline ADR 40.06 - 0.44
Goodrich
85.98 - 0.12
Goodv ear Tirr & Rubber 10.72 + 0.06

. (nivel as of9 a.m:
- .

HopFed Bank'
9.05 B 9.14 A
IB
146.56 + 0.11)
Intel
71.25 + 0.02
Kroger
77 70 - 0.01
!Hanel
23.81 -1).10
McDonalds
79.19 -11.12
Nlerck
35.65 +(1.03
Microsoft
26.77 -0.04
J.C. Pease,
12.76 - 037
Pepsico. Inc.
65.10 - 0.01
Pfizer. Inc
17.1)3 • 0.02
Regions Financial
6.37 + 0.03
Sears Holding Corp- 71.16 - 1.93
lime 1%arner
11.65 + 1).13
t Bancorp
"5 54 • 0.16
'AellPnint Inc
5448 • 0.20
tval-Mart
;4911 • 11.01

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (1.-RI
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray. KY szu,
270 753 3365 1 800 444 1854
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think he Nut,
wanted. his attorneys said.
Mitchell. v.ho has a long
graying heard to the middle of
his chest and hair to the middle
of his back. was again removed
from the counroom Monday for
singing hymns, so he's watching
and listening from a holding
cell.
Smart's mother testified that
she and her children ran into
Mitchell downtown and that she
offered him a job doing handyman work at the family's home_
One of her sons encouraged her
to give him money. she said.
"He looked like a clean-cui.
well-kept man that was down on
his luck." she said. "I gave him
S5."
Later the famila. hired
Mitchell to help fix a leaky roof.
Lois Smart said. It WaS the only
job he did Mr the family.
"I do remember having a
conversation with him. hoping
that he would do more work. He
seemed fine." she said.
Elizabeth Smart described
how Mitchell came into her bedroom. She had left a kitchen
window open because her mother had burned potatoes for dinner.
"I remember him say ing that
I have a knife to your neck.
don't make a sound, get out of
bed and come with me or I will
kill you and y.our family." she
said.
Smart said she got up and lie
grabbed her amt. and nada her
into a closet. He stopped her
when she reached for slippers
and told her to wear tennis
shoes.
After leaving the house.
Sinart said, they' hiked three to
five hours up a dry streambed
and over a mountain to a campsite.

141- STOCK 1V1ARKET REPORT

To preorder for groups, call (270) 753-4451.
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A Special Thanks
For BEST
RESULTS
Place your
ad with us
Call 753-1916

From

RONNIE JACKSON
Your

Calloway Count
Property Valuation Administrator

www.pecoproducts.com
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S.-ar.T LAKE CITY 1AP) Elizabeth Smart remembers not
being able to make out the
threat, only the feel of a cold
knife at her neck.
As the then-14-year-old lay
in bed alongside her baby sister,
the man repeated: "Don't make
a sound. Get out of bed and
come with me, or I will kill you
and your family." She was hia
hostage. he told her.
"I was shocked. I thought I
was having a nightmare. It was
just indescribable fear," Smart,
now 23, told jurors Monday on
the first day of testimony in the
federal trial of Brian David
Mitchell, the man accused of
kidnapping her in June 2002.
That night, they fled up the
hills above her home. with
Smart in her red pajamas and
tennis shoes, and the knife to her
back.
Her younger sister -- a baby
blanket wrapped around her
head and neck -rushed to their
mother. telling of the kidnapping.
"It was utter terror." their
mother, Lois Smart, testified
earlier Monday. "It was the
worst feeling. knowing that I
didn't know where my child
w.as. I was helpless."
Nine months later, motorists
spotted Elizabeth Smart walking
in a Salt Lake City' suburb with
Mitchell.
His attorneys did not dispute
the facts of the alxiuction. But
during opening statements, they
said the prosecution's allegation
that he was a calculating person
who planned the kidnapping
was wronE.
Known as a homeless street
preacher named "Immanuel,"
Mitchell was influenced by a
worSening mental illness and
religious beliefs that made him

Minimum donation of $5 for a bowl of
chili, a hot dog or sandwich. dessert.
and a drink

01.270.767.0085

Your Premier Exhibit Co

Smart says she awoke
to a knife at her throat

Custom Designe or ALL Needs!

Thanks to evemme who had a part in any way in MN'
re-election campaign. With victory comes responsibilit.v.
I hope 111V office can continue to serve each qf you well
with whatever needs you may have.
The PVA Office is located in the Courthouse at 105
South 5th Street, Murray.

\1
%plc

111111

LoLd Nur-nue( r-ir Prices and a Formul Quote!
WI WILL REAT ANY 0110TE FOR PRINTING, DISPLAYS & SIGNS! Call for Details,
"Professional, Cost Effectsve Trade Show Displays...Really Fast"
3812 US HWY 641 North Murray, Kentucky 42071• 1.270.767.0085

THANKS AGAIN,
RONNIE JACKSON PVA
Paid For By Ronnie Jackson For PVA. Donna Lassiter Jackson Treasurer.
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Michael Weathertord and
Megan Happle are the parents of
son.
a
Ls an
Dans in
Weatherford. born Aug. 8. 2011
at 1:10 p.m at the Murras
Calloway County Hospital
The baby weighed sr%
pounds eight ounce, and measured IS 112 inches. A brother is
Stump) Weatherford.
Grandparents are Shelley and
Darw in Weatherford of NIurray
and Dawn and Jay Johnson of
Collinsville. 111

Calloway
County
High
School Cheerleaders will sponsor a Turkey Trot 5K run/walk
on Saturday. Noy. 20. at CCHS.
Registration is at 8:30 a.m. and
the raLe begins at 9 a.m.
Register before Nos. 15 for $20
per ninner and after Nov 15 tor
$25 per runner. Register for the
no T-shin option tor $111. For
more information. contact Amy
Edwards at amy.edwards@ calloway ky schools.us.

osoto provided
BELL RINGING• Members of the First United Methodist Church Adult Handbell C,hoir led by
director Joan Bowker far right, recently perforrned at an open meeting of the Music
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Hostesses were Joanne Nitfenegger Sally DuFordFoley. Kathy Moweni. Norma Paschall and Virginia Randolph. The Music Department will meet
Tuesday. Nev. 16. a; 7 p.m. at the club house The program will be provided by a surprise
guest. Hostesses will be Martha Joiner, Cynthia Barnes. Joanne Cavitt. Pat Conner. Ulla
Murray and Linda Stalls.

MAG to hold holiday sale
the Murray Art Guild's
Annual Holiday Sale w ill be
held
19-21. at the Rohen

O. Miller Conference Center.
201 S. 4th Street. A pre% iew
reception and sale vs ill he

FEATURED HOME

SB

aff

4.40.111144,44 I

REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

thr

realty
team

1911 Westwood Dr. - Murray, KY 42071
This home offers 3 bedroom,. 2 baths on 4
nice sized lot just outside ol the city limih
Built in 1975. this home has been updated just
for you! Backyard is great for entertaining and
lots of storage space is 11%ailable. Come take a
look at this home today! 594.900

270.753.9999

Sec this house and many more
a t www.sbgproperty.com

Friday. No:. 19. f rom 4-7 p.m.
The sale will continue Saturday.
Nov. 20. from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and Sunday, Nov. 21. from noon
to 4 p.m. There are over 25
artists and craftsman with fiber
arts. jewelry. ceramics. paintings. children's toys. woodcrafts. handmade soaps and
more. This event supports Itx:al
and regional artist, as well as
the Murray Art Guild. For more
information. call 753-4059.

Group to
meet Nov. 11
Narcotics Anonymous will
meet each Thursday from 7-8
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information. call
753-8419 or I 1877i 447-200-1.

r
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Vsre need 42 people with difficulty hearing. especially in noisy situations, to evaluate the lateu in digttal technology from Beltone.
Beltone wth perform comprehensive hearing consuluitions FREE of charge to all callers. We will
then choose 42 qualified candidates for this program. Please call inunediately to schedule your evaluation to determine if you are a candidate for the program Candidates selected will be asked to evaluate the latest riearly invisible heanng aid technology for 30 days.
Imagine a hearing aid that automatically. adapts to your surroundings and reflects your specific
lifestyle. Imagine a hearing aid that is so pleasant to wear that it gives a new meaning to the phrase
"customer satisfaction.- WO. imagine no more! With this breakthrough technology from Beltone.
one of the world's largest hearing aid manufacturers. now comes the first hearing aid ever developed
to address your most imponant needs Not only does it fit your individual hearing loss. it fits the way
you live If you hear. but are having trouble understsuiding conversations. you owe it to your-self to
"
lake advtuitage of the FREE demonstrations offered this week. Call Beltone today, for a no obliga' ni+n appointment.
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"Bring in the talk...

•
•

Screen down the noise!"
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all_flyiLa1±41
332
Candidates selected %ill receive tremendous savings. due to their participation If your evaluation
shovss hearing improvement with the nest. instruments. you may ht tose to retain them and receive

$400 OFF one instrument or $800 OFF a complete set. Panicipants who choose to keep
the hearing instruments will also recci%e FREE In-Office Maintenance for the life of the heanng
aids. Those interested must call today.

Hearing tests to determine candidacy will be held
Wed., Nov. 10th - Fri., Nov. 12th
Please Call Immediately, Appointments are Limited!
Those Interested Must Call Today!
MURRAY
FULTON
9114 Broadway
(270)443-4594

707 S. 12th St.. Unit E
(270)753-9558

432 Lake St.
(270)472-0888

Toll Fres
1-866-T/3-432/

MAYFIELD

Ne accept

is.,

IFS

912 Paducah Rd.
(270) 251-0844

Deltas will meet Wednesday
The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Wednesday. Nov. 10. at I 1:15 a.m. for the program "Christmas
Happies- presented by Jane Steely..

Calloway Middle SBDM will meet
The NO% ember meeting ot the Calloway County. Middle School
Site-Based Decision Nlaking Council will be held Wednesday. is10%.
10. at 3:30 p.m. in the CCMS Library! Media Center. The public 1,
welcome to attend.

Driver safety program to be held
The Murray Calloway Senior C'itizens Center. 607 Poplar St.. 1,
offenng an AARP Driver Safety Program on Vv'ednesday. Nov. Id.
from 12:30-5 p.m. Cost is $12 for AARP members and $14 for nonmembers. which is payable to instructor at beginning of class. Man)
insurance companies offer auto insurance discounts upon completion of course. To sign up. call Ten Cobb at 753-0929.

Tiger Night to be held Saturday
Tiger Night will be held Saturday. Nov. 13. from 5-7 p.m. at
Murray High School. The event will introduce the MHS Lady
Tigers basketball teams. MIS boys' and girls' basketball teams.
Little League Teams, Tiger Stars. fsIHS and MMS cheerleaders and
MHS and MSS dance teams. Admission for students and children
age 6 and under is free. For all else. admission is $5 and includes
chili supper. A silent auction, Pie-in-the-Eace and more will be featured.
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Studio to collect items for veterans
Rockhouse Creek Photography by Stacey Mills. 1608 State
Route 121 North Bypass, will collect items on Veteran's Day.
Thursday. Nov. I 1. from 11-6 p.m. and Friday. Nov. 12. from 10-5
p.m. to send over sea, to troops in Afghanistan to show support for
their service. Personal notes are w.elcome. For a list of recommended items to donate or for more information. call Stacey Mills at
2701 761-PIC'S ;7427 or visit www.rockhousecreekphoto.com.

Book signing to be held
Linda Swift. local author, will hold a book signing on Thursday.
Nov. I I. from I I a.m. to I p.m. at the Murray State University
Bookstore.

Dr. Seuss event to be held

MHS Junior Class and parents will meet

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are you. or someone y(lif know. struggling with hearing loss?

PADUCAH

e-mail: communitynewsgmurrayledger.com

A special night of Dr. Seus, w ill he held at the University Store
in Murray State University's Cum.Centel on Thursday. NON. I I. at
6 p.m. Bring elementary' and middle school children for a night of
food. games and fun.

42 people to try new
DIGITAL Technology in Hearing Aids

!

Special to

American Legion Post 73, of Nhirrav,
invites all veterans and the public to a ceremony to honor veterans and to dedicate the
Post Reflection/Memorial Garden on
Thursday. Nov. II. at III:30 a.m. at the
America Legion Veterans Hall. at 310 Bee
Creek Drive. The featurs:d speaker is a member of the 10Ist Airborne from Fort
Campbell. Retired 1,COL Bill Cowan win
address the meaning of Armistice Day in conDatebook junction with a bell-ringing ceremony m
Sanci Teague
highlight aspects of the W.W.I Armistice.
Community
Post 73 will honor the -Distinguished
editor
Veteran of 2010" during thk ceremony and
the Post Van Coordinator will have a special
announcenient of interest to all veterans and their families.
Chaplain Ron Melone will dedicate the Reflection/Memorial
Garden. following which all are invited to enjoy refreshments.

Evan Darwin
Weatherford

Turkey Trot to
be held Nov. 20

Beshi

Veteran's Day ceremonies
planned Thursday, Nov. 11

Thrill

Murray Lei
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The Murray High School Junior Class sponsors. students. and
parents w ill meet Thursday-. Nov. 11. at 6 p.m. in the library. to begin
planning Prom. All Class of 2012 members and parents are urged to
attend.

S.S. Representative to be here Thursday

A Social Security. representative is scheduled to be at the
Calloway County Public Library Thursday. Nov. 1 1. from 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. The representative will assist in filing claims. For
more information. call 753-22S8.

VFW Post 6291 to meet

VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting
Thursday. Nov.
1 1. at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on
121 N. For more
information. call Flenoy Barrow at 978-1052.

Overeaters' Anonymous to meet

Overeaters' Anonymous. a 12-step recovery' group for all type,
%if eating problems. meets each Thursday. from
1:30-2:30 p.m. at
Christ Methodist Church. 1322 W. Broadway. Mayfield.
For Mint-illation. call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
Tops I Take Oft Pounds Sensibly Chapter #469 N meet

Thursday at 5:15 p.m. the annex of Calloway
County Public
Library. For more information. call Stephanie
Cunningham at 75
6(146.

Midway College works
Business Administration
and MBA Degree
Programs
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Callus today 800.639.6398
www.tmdwayworks.com
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Beshear urges Kentuckians to remember service members, their families and veterans
special to
Murray Ledger & I imes

the Ledger
(10‘. Ste‘e Reshear and First
Lady Jane Beshear recently
announced their plan to once
again join in an effort launched
by the Red Cross and Pitney
Bowes to deliver Christmas
cards to service members. their
families and veterans. many of
whom will he far from home
this holiday season.
Now . in its fourth year. the
Holiday Mail for Heroes program provides Americans with
the opportunity to extend h()Iiday greetings and thanks to
service members and veterans.
This will mark the third year
that the Governor and First Lady
have participated in this effort.
"The Christmas season is all

about celebration. generosity
and pausing to count your blessings.- said Gov. Beshear. "For
so many of our brave men and
w4omen serving overseas and
their families.. it is a time when
the distance between loved ones
is most difficult. I am proud to
he a Pall ol
initiative to provide these heroes - both active
duty and veteran with warm
wishes and merriment."All Kentuckians should take
time to hotior and reach out to
our military SCEVICC men and
women during this season.- said
First Lady Jane Beshear. -This
program provides .1 great ()ppmtunny to let them know we arc
thinking of them during our
ebrations.-

public is in% lied to send warm
and kind t oughts
through holiday cards that contam messages 441 cheer and
appreciation. The cards vs ill he
distributed to military bases and
hospitals. veterans' hospitals
and other locations during the
holiday's by volunteers irom the
Red ('ross and Pitney Bowes.
Vk ishes

lloliday cards should b4.•
addressed and sent to: Holiday
!Mail for Heroes. ply Box 5456.
Capitol Heights. MID 20791 5456.
Cards must be received no
later than Dec. 10. Those choosmg t4) participate are asked to
retrain from sending "care packages.- monetary gilts. using ghtter or including an.% inserts with
the cards.

Between nov.' and Dec. 10. the

-It's an honor nil- our community to help make the holiday s
special for American heroes...
said Paula Rutledge. executi%
directoi (it the Franklin Count..
Chapter ol the Red Cross. "The
American Red Cross serves and
supports members 441 the military. veterans. and their families
hy providing emergency' communications. comfort and assistance each da%. The Holiday
Mail for Heroes program continues the Red Cross tradition of
service to the armed forces."

Tor more inlormation. visit
w wt.% redcross.org/holiday mail
for a full list 4,1 recommended
guidelines and best practices. on
the Holiday Mail tor Hen,e,
program.

Photo provided by Kentucky Office of Creative Services

Gov. Steve Beshear and First Lady Jane Beshear sign cards
for the Holiday Mali for Heroes program.

Powell honored in Eagle Court of Honor
Special to the Ledger
Griffin Powell, grandson of
Ethelyn and Gordon Loberger of
Murray. was recently one of live
Eagle Scouts in the Louisville
area to receive recognition in an
Eagle Scout Court of Honor.
Powell. a senior at the Christian.
Academy of Louisville. is a
member of Boy Scout Trottp
212. sponsored by the First
Christian Church of Louisville.
Among the speakers were
members of the United States
Marine Corps League. among
whom was Dewey Hamilton.
90, who was on duty at Pearl
Harbor when it was attacked on
Dec. 7. 1941.
Each Eagle Scout was presented a recognition plaque by the
Marine Corps League, an Eagle
Scout plague and an Eagle Scout
pin, which was attached to
Powell's uniform by his mother.
Etch scout also spoke about his

"I enjoy getting pampered
at the Beauty Parlor here,
and getting my hair and
nails done."
—Janice
Gillette

him to continue his Mutts to
achieve this rank.
Powell's Eagle Scout set.% ice
project %vas the renovation ot
baseball complex in an imp))
ished area of Louisville. a pro)
ect that utilized more than 300
%olunteer hours and included
obtaining and rebuilding a set ot
bleachers for one field.
According. to Powell. the highlight of his scouting career W.IS a
trip to a scout jamboree at
Pinedaie. Wyoming. and backpacking tOr three day s into the
backwoods of the
Wind
!Mountain Range. where the the
scouts camped lor seven day s
and ate trout they caught in the
mountain streams.
-It was a long road and difficult at times.- said Powell. "But.
all in all. achieving Eagle Scout
rank was an incredible experience arid something I'll remember for the rest of my life.-

Griffin Powell
experiences in his efforts to
achieve Eagle status and
thanked those who encouraged

iiUrrace-of Murray

753-7109
qr.; Murray • www.fornterrace.com

Providing Family Eye Care
and Fashion Eye Wear
for over 25 years!
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MAKING ART: Four Calloway County High School art students recently represented the Hazel
Woman's Club in the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs District Art Contest. Artwork was
judged at the Marshall County Public Library and displayed at the First District Fall Conference
held at the Murray Woman's Club House. The club gave each student $25 for participating in
the contest. Pictured from left are Miranda Bailey. participant in drawing: Emily Broh. 2ndplace in Watercolor: Lexie Watson, 2nd-place in Photography:and Lucas Morton, 1st-place in
Printing. Morton's 1st-place winner will be entered at the state contest in the spring. Watson is
a junior and other students are seniors.

Audiology
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Ws like a new world to hear
clearly without big hearing
aids in your ears. The
solutions Offered through
Dr. Milliano have truly .
changed the way I hey"

sday
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ounty Public
ninghant at 753-

1'111

.639.6398
rks.com
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-R.C. Riley
Patient 4pf Dr. Million°

Christmas Surprise Sale!
Different Surprise Sale Each Day!
Plus...
•FREE I
I I \I I )1 I: expert color mat( 11
with FREE 10 dav supply of foundatioci
•FREE makeup kit with every( /NsitZAI)(
purchase and enter to win a $500
shopping spree
•FREE $30 jewelry case with
every -3/"I:ebbai $100 purchase

100%'SERVICE
VuTiSk

IA 2fg

IN WFtITING

3

'
.

. .

YEAR 1/yARRANTY
YEARS FREE BATTERIES
YEARS LOSS AND •
DAMAGE INSURANCE.

As the most expertenied
Doaor of Audiology In Wes:ern
AerrUf y Pr rlry

•Register each day for a $50 gift
certificate.,to be drawn daily

i•

I I Al 1)11:
•Register to win a FREE I
Blockbuster makeup case & kit to be
given away Sunday (over $300 valuel

,
-Tony Milliano,
Au D • Dix rot

4u,rro.'ogi

/look al* with the purchase of an AGX5jes9

150 Brett Chase, Ste B • Paducah

1711 N 121 Bypass • Murray

270.554.9892

270.753.5570

View our educational video on hearing at

winniv.wkyhearing.com

t

•Winter Coat Sale 20";, OFF Saturday
& Sunday
•Register with sales receipt for a
Grand Prize Giveaway on Sunday

305-C S. 12th St. • Murray
753-5678
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heft Moors For tele
IOUS Nous For Nos
IONS Moos Lob For ha
haus Rentals
Apertrours For Rent
Poona For Ren1
ammo* For Rent
Stormp Rentals
Commit/cm Property
Pets Suppres
Livestock I Supplot.
Public Salie
Land For Ren1 Lamm

--

430 Reel t stale
435 Late Proparly
440
ols For Se*
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms Fro Sate
Me Acreage
me Homes 01 CM*
470 Motorcycles ATV •
4110 Arno Parts
US Sport Utility Veteciet
490 Used Cars
495 Yens
500 Used Tructs
510 Campers
520 floats•Motor.
Ofte,e0
530
5w F ree Column
S70 tobacco 6 SuP0lies

(
'I ASSIFIED AD RATES
1,1-.11 ...

_..

DEADLINES

Ail,

IllOrt3y ----------- Fn. 10I.M.

1.8.50 Column inch, 60', Discount 2nd Run.
40', Discount 3rd Run.
,.-1// ; Ad. .‘111,i Rli 11 I% I t h I » t, 1)11111Y OM .
,,,t 35 per column inch rstra for Monday (Shopping Guide(
1.1h11 Ai s!-.

Smart Saver

Non. 12 pin.
Pied. 10 a.m
Thur. 101.m
Thur 12 p.m

Thursday
Friday ---Saturday

The frterhohor relator/1,r, the no:0dt° 'elect or edit my submitted master

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

MR. TUxE

DO

Over P,
Styles & Come
Best Quality
Low price
NEW LOCATION
31'35 121 S
753-9038
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad fo,any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
!mount insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
TH-E Vurray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do
at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are beheyet to be rep
utable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibil
,tv whatscever for their
r,

Community Options.
inc a national nonprofit dedicated to
empowering individuals wr developmental
disabilities is currently
Community
seeking
in
Staff
Support
Benton. KY FT & PT
opportunities availablei
Responsibilities
include assisting se/
daily living skills & the
development of independent community living. administering medication and complete
the appropriate documentation, and acconipanying individual to &
from
appointments/
activities H S diploma/
GEC. a valid Driver's
License w/ a good driving record and a clean
background
are a
must' EOE Please submit
resume
to
Carla Spencer0come

060

L

Lost and Found

A Lost 2x4 size, thick
rubber mat with horse
head on it Lost on 94E
or 80E on 10/29/2010
270-753-0178
JUST give US a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find
Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

WiPtk
CA
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions tor a temporary
assognment
Posttions available on
1st 2nd and 3rd shifts
Customer
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
careersOchuckiones net
V
i
s
t
www chucitiones net
tor
complete
lob
descriptions
II hired applocants must
pass a background
check and drug screen
FULL Time position for
an automotive parts
counter Right person
have strong computer
skills and friendly personality Experience
preferred but will train
right person Monday
Thru Friday 7 5 Send
Resume to PO Box 148
Attention
Hiring
Manager $10 per hour

Help Wanted

loartwe ro wire SOME WRA
ea.tw fOR
flouoArs?
%king epplisotions for
Port time trailer spotter
Commercial Drivers licertse required
Must be 23 yrs of age with
clean driving record
Also seeking part time drivers
Class A CDL required
Must be 23 yrs °lege
MuSt hove 2 yrs. OTR driving experience
and clean MVR
91 SPRUCE STREET, MURRAY, KY
270-759-5540

Paid holiday's and vacation. health and dental
plans. salary plus commission. are all part of
an excellent henefit package.

ANL

RECEPrIONIST, 10 to
15 hours/week, fax
resume to
(270) 753-1131

When a,cer.sing

GRAPHIC DESIGN

webpage
ledger cont.
be redirected

tr,lohnetwork com.

Hy detaull.
Murray and local rib

appeal Ot1
Wetryitc
llovrcyci,

li.tings will

webrare. rot all tromp
on the Jobnetwork com
are placed through
ilie MUICI\ I.cdger
A: I lin,
iv.

ast• t
anv

The Munay Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for an expenenced Graphic
Designer. Proficiency with Quark X-Press anti
Adobe Phoroshop is required. Must be able tr
multi-task and work efficiently. in a fast paced
environment.
Salary will be based on experience
Paid holidays and vacation. health and denial
plans, arc all part of an excellent benefit package.

&Ital.!, .0,1
)1,11 iisling • Itiani,
the

EMPLOYMENT
Specialist needed for
Mayfield/M4rray area
Will be assisting High
School students and
adults with disabilities
to obtain employment.
Bachelors Degree preferred but not required
Full or Part-Time with
flexible
hours
Background
check
required Please send
resume to
Easter
Seals
Employment
Connections.
801
North 29th
Street
Paducah KY 42001
of
FIDALGO
Bay
Murray, a local independent coffee shop, is
looking for Baristas to
work the morning or
afternoon shift. We
employ both full and
part-tome workers. If
you enjoy people, are
outgoing. like to learn
new things. and are
looking for steady
hours, you are the person for usf W offer
competitive pay Send
your resume to Tracy
Cunningham . PO Box
1402, Murray, KY, stop
in and pick-up an application. e-mail your
resume to
fidalgobay kyrit yahoo
com

FIIRING PART-TIME
SALES ASSOCIATES"
COMPETITIVE
PAY"
First American Cash
Advance, a leader in
the consumer loan
industry is looking for
aggressive. dependable and success driven PART-TiME Sales
Associate rn the Murray
area to loin our team
Applicants with sales.
collection and/or management experience a
plus. but not required
Competitive pay and
monthly bonuses for
successful candidates
EOE
APPLY
NOW
AT
WWW ACOOLJOB
COM

Graphic Design Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071

I

WAND-ELKINS

090

Domestic & Childcare

Christian Childesre
Center now enrolling
ages
1-5
years
Located al 810 Whttnell
by Neon Beach FullWoe rate is $110/wk
Part-time
is
rate
$23May with a 2 day
minimum
270-767-1177
Honest Single Mom
needs work. Will sit
run
elderly.
with
errands, dialysis. 270873-2051 or 227-7537
RETIRED MILITARY
SEEKING
SPOUSE
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Computers

L__

-116WitbmBotthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for Slate Registered Nursing
Assistants.We offer competitive wages
and an excellent benefit package
Apply In person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton,
KY 42025 EOEJAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE EOEJAAE
_n ry

or=§7;117cir er (=r7rt=""..
4 full-time positions available for qualified
professionals to work with at risk families and
their children. Pennyrile Allied Community
Services, Inc. ts accepting resumes for the
position of Family Preservation In-Home
Specialist on our Hopkinsvale and Mayfield
offices The applicant must have excellent
written and communication
willing to
work a flexible unpredictable schedule, and
have the ability to make well informed
decisions independently Training will be
provided. Annual salary is $25,00ri with full
benefits. Applicants who hold a Bachelor's
Degree in Social Work. Psychology. Sociokxjy
or relater) field are invited to send their
resumes by Friday, November 19, 2010
Full Time Advanced Registered Nurse
Practitioner or Physician Assistant needed for
multi-specialty practrce Excellent hours
benefits and compensation package offered
An applicants should have one year s
experience prelerred Please send
or bring resume to
1000 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

MGM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
Want to 9uy

ANTIOUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 121h,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater storm windows
/53-4109
/aces
FOr
Carcano
.
,70-873-9695

605 E South 1214 St
(270 753-1713
200
Sports Equipment

Poor Table Guy
P001
2° TYeetIv
rssEBoug
li3"41
"rce
Sold,
Se
;
3
viced
l- /3;9
°Z55
ed

Homes For Sale
OWNER Finance"
3BR.
2BA
$4 950/down $695/mo
193 Seth Ln, Murray
615-397-3171
2BR & Lot. $11,900
270-753-6012
280
Mlobile Homes For Rend
2BR. newly remodeled
nside & out. appliances, storage shed.
Quiet, rural setting near
lake No pets $580
includes
Security deposit and
references 227-0004
NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets 753-9866

270-562-1324

4BR, C/H/A. all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

65

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargams Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-NTreasures Free gifts
for kids Buy and
appraise coins
270-753-4161
DRYER,
Case trac
tor(801 B), real estate
lots
Will consider
trades 753-4109
227 1546

NOW HIRING
& Sales Apply in per
son at
Murray Supply. 20f
Main
East
Strem
Mon-Fn. eam-5prn
No Phone Calls
WANTED concrete finisher Job required rob
travel Must have drivers license Class ACE& would be a plus
753-2630

PECO

Accepting.
-restede5
sete carqers
'& other posittcrns
Send to
PO Eicix 363.
Murray KY •
42071.

Studio Equipment For
Sale studio lights, professional
pfontpr
Apson 4000,
box, fog mactut
The lot $1.400
270-247-5799,
270-748-5909

ApplIences

[ H°use""ent
I
3 & 4BR Houses
Available
/A
Various
Locations
Coleman RE
270-753 9898

270-753-1131

Shih-Tzu
puppies
AKC, CKC, male $200$300
270-251-0310
evenings
430
Roar Estaos
\IlLor,i, I eklyrr & hrors 1,1
11!!!!,,, \ !

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Muriay. KY 42071

New 2-4
Bedroom hum
Kiverfield

J&I. RENTALS
MINI-S"TORAGF
720 S.4TH ST.
orm r DI S. A r,:erarair
IOW $25 10%15 $40
1270i 436-2524
/27(11 293-6906

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartmerts available
Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the electric bill,
water. trash. and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only S550inio
You won't lind a nicer
or cleaner apartment'
(270)492-8211

SRC Kral Pro!
ProfesNiona

293-7872

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Sale & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We fent U-Hauls
9600

Motorcycles 8 AT

r

,r

'NNA

,11.111,, I

-1'

[MOProp. For

1 8 4BR Houses
Lease
&
Deposi
Required
270-753-4109

evenings

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.

2BR. IBA, I mile west
of Murray. $550/mo
753-2225, 556-9037.

41

'VW,

Hams For Salo

110 Breezeway Dr..
Almo. 3BR. 2BA.
Subdivision.
www torsalebyowner.co
for
more
detarls.
$132.500.
Priced
below appraisal
270-293-4553
309 Woodlawn 3BR,
2BA.
new
decor
$79.soo. 474-2520.
HOUSE FOR SALE,
KIRKSEY: 3BR. 2BA,
30'X40'
detached
garage $88,500 Call
227-9547 after 6pm or
leave message
TO view all homes for
sale go to
www campbeltrealty com

V

'I

a
a

Flame 13elkery
3 mo.
S30.00
6 Mo.
$55.00
I yr.
$105.00

Local Mail
3 mo.
mo.
I yr.

I

Died Cars

HOLLAN
MOTOR S
We Finan
hollandmotorsale
270-753446
1996 Mustang.
matic, V-6-3.8.
great $2.900. cal
270-978-2768
530
Services Ofiere

All I Hher Mall
Subscriptions
me.
$75.00
4
712 l 6 MO.
$%.011
$120.00
yr.
$145,00

Money Order

Hill Elect

110
3.011
$$6

Itt-4 of INN ri
I 3 mu.
6
1 o

Visa

MA'

1
1

1

1
1

p

ILISIIITIC

1
1

Size Units • Climate Cointril

with payment to

Murray Ledger & TiMPS
P.O. Hos 1040
Murray, KY 42071
I 1r all 12701 753-1916

Since 198(i
24 noun SEW
. G.rn . &
I ensed & In,
111 14 ohs hig ot

L__753-956

a
a

St Addr,,,,
Cuts
I
•
I Slat,.

YOUR A
COULD
HERE F
ONLY $75.
A MONT
CALL 753.1

$35.00

Nurne

753-30353

490

753-1816 7a7

11A1)(111181111MES

Cheek

812 WhItnell Avir.

2007
Commander
Limited. 46,000 i
Hemi. leather 5.
sun-roof, moon
towihaul
pac
heated seats. rc
start, good con
$24,50C,
270-293-2544

L&M
LAWN -SER
Mowing, Manic
Landscape
Leaf Vacuum
Satisfaction guar

S

I

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity

Sport Utility %PK

•

•

2BR,
1BA
2-car
garage. large yard, par
belly fenced $550 plus
security 978-7441

EON BEA91
MINI
I 111-50RAGIE
!I I

1996 Honda Gol(
270-227-2684

•-•

Ideal locatiori for smai
business in Dixieland
Business Center 404
N 4th St A/C and gas
heat 100°,, lireproof
Plenty
of
parking
Shroat
Developers
270- 753-3018

ACA Yorkre male.
9 wks borne raised,
health
guaranteed
436-5508. 293-5508.
AKC
Registered
Roltweiler
Puppies,
German Bloodline. 5
males.
1
female.
Parents on site $500,
270-293-6586
AKC Shih Tzu Puppies,
Vet
Checked.
lst
shots. Female $250.
Male $200 Call
270-978-0020 or
270-832 5538

2009 Kaw KLX11
Monster Energy E
dirt bike 3 s
bought nevv May
Irke new $1.800
Call 270-748-816

II
/,4

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view. W/D
refrigerator.
stove
Very quiet Ali utilities
paid including electric
$600./mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

753-2995

Homes For Sali

270-753-5562

111 Itlit1

A/I

Kenmore HD Washer &
Dryer. excellent condition $350
270- 753-2504

Miniature Dachshund
Puppies Black 3 Tan
2 females $250 each. 1
male $150. Hazel, KY
719-68.9-3947

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

11111
,("UpOn

PHARMACY Tech. 5
hrs/ day, M-F (no eve).
$8 50/hr, fax resume lo

Serious inquires only.
Cell (904) 382-5472
Labrador Retrievers
Chocolate & Black
9 weeks old, $150
(
2p
7rein-6
c2
e5
t0-64
n)26

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 am 7 4 p fn. M-F

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-345-1833
Est. 283
t war ,,,,pOrlumly

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3hedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Oppodunity
MD #1-800-648-6056

Ford 4630 Tract
Plows, One Spni
• 2 Row Curti • 8
• Ford 3 Pt 6 F
Haybine • NH
Running Gear • .
Heed Catch • f
Iron • Work Tabl
Portable Chernic

FEMALE AKC tri-col
oruendclog ppru
epp
d y F
B
sr2e0.00
nen

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753- 7666

21.114 Apt,

10X 10 and 10X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

< Jamair

11111111111111111111

Sul)( ribe to the

PHOTOGRAPHY

Delivery/Warehousing

1 OH 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and dodos'
required 753-4109.
1BR, price reduced,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
1BR, unfurnished, near
campus, no pets, nonsmoking unit. $260 per
month 753-5980.
2BR, C/H/A. alt applr
ances, large master
bedroom. deck, & lawn
maintenance Coleman
RE 270-753-9898

320
Apartments For Rent

THE CHASE AT
MURRAY
RENT $309, MOVE IN
ASAP FOR
SPRING, 2011
CALL OR TEXT

Purchase

340

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1509 Diuguid Drive

Appliances

DIS(TAIMER

will

120
Apsements For Rant

I RH

ElectrIcll

L

tin Full Mo. Rent Free

Call between
10am-4pm
or apply within

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity' Employer

help wanted- ..ection
on our classifieds

Help wanted

chino; inc.

rhe Murray Ledger & Times is currentby
accepting resumes for the position rit
Advertising
Sales
Representative
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing. or Public Relations
preferred. but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.

gur.r. !ion, reg.intaig

PUMPKINS
•Jack 0-Lartern
•Cindrella
•Sman Sugar (Ftoe,
•FAirnati.i a *While
Wright Fenns
2241 Jones
Sparkman Re
(270)753-6835
(270)227-2289

060

060

I
14.0w.wd I
]
ADVERTISING SALES

Ieci
Graz

Mon. 10 vs.

Wednesday

Iirst Day - 20 word,er less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:S.17 per word per dav

59.25

,_1 'ir_tt_ I; LI:.41 AL, Atri.. it ‘s'ILI
111L ill_tr:.:1 i 1 A.1 ".tt . 1._..,I RA r.i ; .,1

Fri. 10 AM.

Tuesday

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
060
*fp Wanted
[

••

1
1
1
1
1
1
a

5141 A-AFF
4367
ABLE Hauling.
out garages. gl
lung 8 tree work
A-1 Larnb's
Professional Trer
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Renv.x
Roofing. Vinyl !
Laminate
Repairs. workers
Insured.
:'27-2617

III oo s

A

Nliirrav Ledger & limes
lIII• A

CLASSIFIEDS
A.

MINI

I a.Mill • • el II

I

•

Ai IBS00011,1LJTE A\LICiricorq

.

.

NO IINNOWLINISH NO APESENVATIONSI1
Saturday, Novamtsior 27118, At 10:00 A.m.
Mrs. Virginia VaughrtS Family Farm
Near Murray, KY "Dexter - Hardin"
From M:.e.iy Take Hwy 641 N 7 Moles To Dexter Proceed E
On Hwy 1 346 Cross Over I tivy 1824 And Proceed On E 3.5
To Peeler Road. Turn Right Proceed S 3/10 Mole To Hazlenut
Lane, Proceed On S 2,1 10 Mile To The Farm
-Fti.10a.m

II8 €11)/4.

— Fn.10

S3IAI ACMIIIESp. -

11elinall Vow- IL_Iv.autubluitc
Grazing - Woods - Spring Pond
Ofessstlinta - Camp/rya'
Electricity To The Farm - And There is A Well
Pius; A Cossestiry Elt,Ear-ril
...carders.. Tar sires. 1.5% OinAin BillIBIVICID I. 30 Days

- Von. IC a.rr
- Non. 12 p.m
- Wed, 10 a.rn
• Thur 10 Ltr

NO Buyer's Premium!!

• Thor

pm

.< Jamesroash.com For New Survey And Details7>

VISA
11111111•1111

& Supplies

d

AKC tri-col
ed French
uppy. $2000
nguires only.
382-5472.
Retrievers
& Black
ild, $150
i426
i)
Dachshund
Black & Tan.
$250 each. 1
D. Hazel, KY
947
puppies.
;. male $20070-251-0310

Selling After The Real Estate
Ford 4630 Tractor. 1040 Hrs. Remote Valve. w/Kelly Loader • 2 - Ford 2 Btm
Plows, One Spring Trip • 3 P1 5 5 Disc • Ford 2 Row 309 Planter • 10 Wheel Disc
• 2 Row Culti • 8 Cultipacker • 3 Pt Blade • 3 Pt Carry All • PTO Posthole Digger
• Ford 3 Pt 6 Rotary Cutter • JO Rubber Tooth Hay Rake wit:308e • NH 488
Haybine • NH PTO Manure Spreader • 32 Hay 8 Corn Elevator • Hay Spear •
Running Gear • 2 Axle 16 Stock Trailer • 2 Axle 16. Bumper Hrtch Flat Trailer •
Head Catch • Feed Troughs • Hay Rings • Barn Yard Miscellaneous • Scrap
Iron • Work Table & vise • Set Of Team Harness • Electric Meat Saws • Two
Portable Chemical Toilets Complete settiement Day Of saieo

',JAMES R. CASH
71/£
I

-

AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER j
FANCY FARM,.KY- 270-623-8466
0C
.. "THE .SELLING MACHINE"
.
'
1

Hoot nt ; 3.o.roror otteunq t 4 . 01 1 ,1 toj to
tmplett
e•cellent lottrotror
11/03 Valle, 0/17XXi 111 Noihn00.1 sot/11.3°30,1
The 4 bedrcroir stturture .111.1
tt ith
features large poo lure nitsli es• 1(1 thro 11.33(
4
Ind direng atria ao
rrocholooti tr.alk
tn closet arid butt! 11.1
t,111q inios
bedrooms

Convenient surpoits with

IdP

Suitable for extra or3o3tro,
cumtortable horn, 5or.;norrilfo 100( ° rt 01
mdtchitoq garotte that o ootld tor, easily
parlong

converted into guest house Owlet
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rr Tomes Faor
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s For Sale

zeway Dr
. 2BA,

ebyowner ca

e

details
Priced
also'
553

llawn 3BR.
iw
decor.
74-2520.

)R SALE,
3BR, 2BA,
detached
18,500 Call
ifter Opm or
age

linanong available
753 3018

Homes For Sale

(270)873-2098
Use:tears

We Finance
hollandmotorsales.com
270-753-4461

ellreally com

Services Ofleree
L&M
1AWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee.
753-1816 M7-061

Mail
'535.00

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

-5118.00

Hill Electric
igy,

r
'lions

24 *OUR SERVICE
Res.. Com & Illoi
1.13.1.11113:31 & Insuicd
hip or
All
1

V61'

(270)925-5387

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

I homes for

..$145.00

Services Offered

ANDRUS Excavating
New 24
and Septic Systems.
Bedroom homes in
Dozer. back hoe, and
Riverfield Estates.
track
hoe
work.
Stifi Real Property Installation arid repair
on septic systems.
Professionals
Now offering septic
293-7872
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE
PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
2009 Kaw KLX110
Monster Energy Edition 759-5534
did bike 3 speed Chuck Van Buren
bought new. May 2010
FLAWLESS
like new $1,800 OBO
Call 270-748-8162
Pressuns Washing
1996 Honda Goldwing
f-k3Oses, Patios
270-227-2684
'Decks.'Sidewaiks &
• Dnveways Vinyl
Ferices & Siding
Sport Utility Woh•cles
Call Today For A
Free Estimate!
2007
Jeep
' 270-5624228
Commander
4x4
Limited. 46,000 miles
LEARN TO FLY
Hemi, leather seats,
sun-roof, moon-rool,
in Murray
tow/haul
package.
Professional Flight
healed seats, remote
Instruction
start, good condition
*Flight Review
$24,500,
•Dtscovery
270-293-2544

1996 Mustang, automatic, V-6-3 8, runs
great $2.900, call
270-978-2768

11',S

Contact Tint,' owner ,it

St 35 000 hot,trd 1 1 2011

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
pink & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Floors
Laminate
Repairs. workers comp
Insured
T27-2617

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood Insured.
489-2839.

phkup,
• vo.c1,1
,o,noL'opciated
•
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton Cranite
& Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
tyler Muniock • 243-1722
Display Hours 8.483-3:30
HOMETOWN
. TREE SERVICE •
Insaled. Rekable .
8 Dependable
Free Estimates'
Free Stump Removat
• Cell 270-293 4489
Home 270-437 3044

'mini

i

Call us we will

LAWN Care Service
Reasonable
rates.
startong at $15
270-753-2405

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
*Commercial
.Ftesidential
*Asphalt
r
& Maintenance
40 yr.s.experience
(270)759-050i
O'BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
Locally OW IV/
and operated .
• Free Estimate,
-• Lic 8 ins
2'70-703-1021 '
270-703-4005
dohhny O'Bryan

ISUDOKU
Concepts SudoKu

9 5 8
2
8
7
7
3
2
6
5
7 9
1 3
8 5
39
6
1
6
2
5
9
1
2
4 3 7

Answer to previous puzzle
2 1 6 3
8 4 3 1
5 9 7 8
3 6 9 2
7 8 2 5
1 5 4 6
4 3 1 7
9 2 5 4
6 7 8 9

5 9 4 7
7 2 9 6
4 6 1 3
8 7 5 1
1 4 3 9
9 3 8 2

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

8
5
2
4
6
7

2 8 6 5 9
6 1 7 8 3
3 5 2 4 1j

•

Art believed destroyed by Nazis found in Berlin
By MARY LANE
Associated Press
BERLIN (AP) — Nearly a
dozen sculptures considered by
the Nazis to be "degenerate" artwork and believed to have been
lost or destroyed after Vv'orld
War II have been unearthed during construction near Berlin's
city hall and were shown to
reporters Monday.
The terra-cotta and bronze
statues were found during a. dig
to lay down a new subway line.
They belonged to a collection of
15010 works condemned by
Iiitlers regime for containing
"deviant" sexual eleinents, antinationalistic themes or criticizing Nazi ideology.
The sculptures mainly depict
women — a woman holding
grapes, a mother and her child, a

Horoscope

BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
for
Wednesday, Nov. 10, 2010:
This year, you build better relationships because of your willingness to listen and work with
others. Often, you can become
exasperated by the many
RO0FiNG Licensed demands and requests. You also
and fully insured can become quite depressed if
Adam's
Home you are left alone. In a sense, it
Improvement
might feel better to be over270-227-2617
v.helmed. If you are single, you
could meet someone quite exotic and different. Be open to a
different style and MO. If you
are attached, the two of you
Stockwell Exterlers
Hall Proof, Tax Rebate, become much closer because of
Energy Star
planning a trip or pursuing a
(270)227-6238
mutual interest. CAPRICORN
The Last Roof You
asks the right questions.
Will Ever
1:4
Need!
0
1

scrim
' Rooms

fuesday. Niovenitx-r 9. 2010 • 9

full-figured woman stretching
— the other three are of males.
Ten of the pieces will go on
display Tuesday. in Berlin's
Neues Museum. One, a male
terra-cotta head, is too fragile
for display.
Construction workers found
the art on the site of an office
building that bumed down in the
summer of 1944. Museum
Director Matthias Wemhoff told
reporters Monday. The tire started in the roof, burning the building from the top down.
"Each floor fell onto the next
and everything that couldn't be
bumt collected at the bottom in
the basement," including the
sculptures. he said. Judging
from the placement and damage
of the works, they had been

stored in an office before the
tire, Wemhoff said. Whether the
collection also included wooden
or canvas works is anyone's
guess, he said.
One of the pieces, an Edwin
Scharff statue of the actress
Anni Mewes, was found in
January but thought to be
unique. Subsequent digs in
August and October, however,
turned up the remaining pieces.
While Nazi's often attributed
the "deviant" characteristics of
degenerate art to Jewish corruption, only two Jews were among
the avant-garde artists who cre-

ated the sculptures on display.
Otto Freundlich. whose large.
elongated 1925 terra-cotta •aatue
of a man's head was left partially standing, was murdered in the
concentration camp LublinMaidanek in 1943. Naum
Slutzky., a member of the
Bauhaus school. fled to England
in 1933. where he taught an and
lived until his death in 1965_ His
work "Female Bust," was originally a glinting bronze. but has
been left only. partially restored
to reflect the damage of time and
tire.

In! Jacqueline Sklar
self more than anything else
You need to deal with a situatior,
differently. but will you? A family
member has similar prioritie
when it comes to security.
Tonight: Your home is your cas
tle.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Put your best foot foi:ward. By giving 100 percent, you
will never have a reason to feel
bad or do the "what if?" should a
situation not tumble in your
favor. You often are very hard on
yourself. Tonight: Meet a friend,
arid catch up on his or her news.
SAGiTTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** You don't need a majority
consensus, but it is nice to have
some agreement and support
before taking action or making a
decision. Your instincts serve
you well financially. Honor who
you are in a discussion Tonight:
Pay bills first.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Though you radiate and
seem self-assured, someone is
coming down on you very hard.
You wonder what you need to do
to change this person's attitude.
Instead of wondering. why not
start up a conversation and ask?
Tonight: The world is your oyster.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Your instincts serve you
well. If you feel that an idea or a
meeting is off. you might want to
cancel it. Give yourself some
space. as it appears unanticipated demands could come in from
out of left field. Tonight: Get
some extra R and R.
PiSCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Don't hesitate to zero
in on what you want Enlist others' support. and you will come
to a conclusion much more
quickly than you thought possible. You see the beauty of teamwork. Follow your knee-jerk
reaction. Tonight: Whatever
makes you smile.

41
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Good luck RACERS, TIGERS, and LAKERS

Safeal
"rhe Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
•1111MBLINIFISerittelailtileoh.
liL Murray Ledger & I -Difficult
^
Times considers its
sources reliable, but ARIES (March 21-April 19)
inaccuracies do occur. ***sr You are in command of
Readers using this your own ship. Take news that is
information do so at forthcoming with a grain of salt.
their own risk. Although Honor your commitments, but
to he Entered to Win
persons and compa- don't allow someone to hang on
nies mentioned herein you. Understanding evolves
Weekly giveaways icading tip to the Grand Prize
are believed to be rep- within a partnei ship. Tonight:
utable, The Murray Dinner ror two.
Ledger & Times, nor TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
any of its employees ***** Discussions evolve.
accept any responsibil- The only way to solve a tension"litc Retreat Niembership
ity whatsoever for their laden issue is through a talk.
Features inciude:
aclIvitps
Your way ol handling a problem
•
one i lour nicrapt
from
lot
could be a
different
Massage ficr month
,another
person's. Be willing to
Appliance
• 4 HedroAtessages per 'nth
incorporate other ideas with a litRepalr.
• tkeply dixountrd Member ',nee
tle more ease. Tonight: Easy
on 3111 4ithcr .crocc
does it.
ALI_ BRANDS
• (3pperriiniry to purchisc up 14, h
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Ward Elkins
***** A close relationship
itr
,C.olt at Sicioolorr rt.o
"270-7S3-1713
becomes more of a possibility
• Additional Member onh
'al
than you first thought However,
du.ount. throughout the ‘car
you might not be in the mood for
• Immediate Cutilh inenihro•
YEARRY'S
Tree the type of discussions that are
ognificant other% ma% toc
Service Free esti- likely to occur. A steady, even
ntemhur w000tre cub ‘o otor
mates. Phone
pace, even in explaining your BORN TODAY
436-2562. 227-0267
pl:f11103stooto
logic, helps others receive your Lyricist Tim Rice (1944), singer
• Mcmhcr Rcto rat l'hlaram
ideas. Tonight. Be with a favorite Donna Fargo (1945), actor Roy
Handyman Work
person.
Schneidei (1932)
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Odd JObs. Repa,,,
•••
**** You could be out of Jacqueline Sigar is on the
Home. Auto,
sorts. defer to someone else. Internet at www.jacquelinebi,,, • Saturday:
Monday - Friday: 10 11, t,
,
i• tt
. Carpentry, Light
How you see a situation and the gar.com.
Electrical
choices you mak.e could be very (c) 2010 by King Features
Yards': &
1710 C Hwy 12,1 North • 270.761.1011T
different from this person If the Syndicate Inc.
fvtuch Moro
end results are the same or betNo Job Too &Thu'
ter. why would you mind?
Jacob
*
Tonight. Go with another's choic274-978-0278
• -. •
es.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
CHASE Futreli—LawT- *** Emphasize the possibili8yrs.
exp
Care.
ties Someone close could be a
293-8814
bit sour or negative. Use th+s trait
as an asset let him or her play
devil's advocate Your strength
on a personal, emotional level
pays oft in a big way. Tonight:
tiess./
Squeeze in some exercise.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Being aware of the conbe glad to help. sequences of certain decisions
could be critical. Although you
are brainstorming and allowing
creativity to flourish. you still
thinking.
grounded
need
Communication flourishes in an
K/9Cskiester lid •1111*Ie), kr 42071
unprecedented manner Tonight:
www.tliaiwafc.com.,
Take a rnidweek break.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You could be fighting your-

HOIADAyGivi.iii.

Purchase a Gift Card or Refer a Friend
Nov, - Dec. 2oth
ONE YEAR MEMBERSHIP

Find tis

facebook

www.TheRetreat0fMurray.com

Murray Ledger & Times

270-753-1916

270-75.3-6111 Ai

COMICS / FEATURES
Too many textings teens do
dumb things on smart phones

10 • luesday. NoYember 9. 2010

Looking Back
len aear. ago
cal Society. as they prcs, tiled .1
Published is a pi,lure a Moncheck for %Nal to the Calloway
Luna. pei .1 Dianna loong. who Public Lihrarian. Mlaigaret Deail dressed up tia the Humane
vathan
Heliday FLI/J.14 and Flake
A special matinee of the movie
Sale on Saturday
-Gone W ith the Wind- will he
.Ashles N'inklei .1 axth-grader
held Tuesday. Nos 1 I. al I p m
(allow as County Middle School. al the Chen Theater Cost will he
11.1111g:di (entury 21 Loretta
51 50
Edw. Realtors and WNBS 1.340
Forty years ago
a!v1 Studant of the Week tor thc
Kenny R Hale son ot Ali
eek oi
2 She Kill, ilic0 and Mrs C., Hale. ha,been pro11.1111Cti ',indent of the Month at
moted to the rank
..er2eant
CCAIS tor the month ot Noyemwhile serving with I S krni.
her She is the daughter 01 Scott
Ascom. Korea
and Angela Winkler
Mr and Mr, Cleo Sy kes recentSharma !Vogel' was the recipily visited the
Museum
ent 01 the nursing scholarship at Sara.st8a, Ha.
giyen by the Delta Department of
Dr. W. Frank Steel) iit North
the Miura) Woman•s Club
ern Kentucky Scat: C:illege.
Twenty years oid
Thomas. formerly of Hazel :MAI
The Murray Lions Club held
Murray, has been named by Goy
its annual radio auction at WSJP Louie Nunn for a three-year-term
this week. Cieorge Kamavas. Lions on the Commission ot Higher Edu
Cluh president. said that he hopes cation
that the three-day auction which
Fifty years ago
ended Thursday will raise Sls.000
Elected were John I' Kennedy
the Lions raise money by :1W:as president and Lyndon B Johnhoning off goods and services son as v ice president of United
donated by area merchants ProStates and John Sherman Cooper
ceed, from the auction will he
U S Senator from Kerittick%
used to help area ciii/ens with
The home of Mike Williams
ereCare
at 504 North Second Street wiat,
The Murray City ('ouricil
destroyed by fire today at I 30
approyed seven appointments
p.m.
various hoards in the city: Dr James
Elected as a niember ot the
T fong and lime Flomback to Calloway County Floard ol Eduthe Board of Zoning Adjustment, cation was Howard Balza from
Betty Bennett and Margaret Jones the Kirksey Distnct
to the Human Rights CommisSixty• years ago
sion: and Pete Vv'aldrop, Sam
Cpl. Elmo Boyd has been called
Underwood and Don Robertson to to asaiye duty with U.S Army
the Building Codes Appeals Board
and has reported to Fon Meade.
'fhirty years OW
Md. His wife is the former MarThe Calloway County High
garet Nell Cole.
School speech team took top honRecently reponed births include
ors at the Tngg County lin-na- a boy to Mr and Mrs William
tional Speech Tournament The Cherry: a boy to Mr and Mrs
Laker's took home 57 points comJames Burkeen: a boy to !Mr and
pared to second place Henry CounMrs. George Sane'white: and a
ty
18 points Of 21 entries by
girl to Mr and Mrs Billy BarCoach Larry England's team. 13 ringer
placed in the competition.
In high school basketball games,
Published is a picture of Mr,
Ly.nn Grove lost to Cuba with
Charlie Stubblefield. president. and
high tcam scorers being Floyd for
Mrs Doris Nance. secretary of Cuba and Miller for Lynn Grove.
the Calloway County Genealogi-

DEAR ABBY: I read your
iiab ice hi "Getting Gnef in Grants
Pass, Ore " 'Sept I I I. whose
father was reading her cell phone
messages You called his supervision
y -handed" and suggested she discuss it with him. While
I applaud your suggestion to have
a talk w oh her father, please
reconsider the
characterization that he
was hem y handed
Alt j parent and high
school assistant principal.
I have seen
too often the
Dear Abby ,Eingers of
',ening" anti
other
illicit
By Abigail
Var, Buren
tions Today's
smart phone tells us all sorts of
things that we it!: parents need to
know It Asti has connections to
social networking and applications
that alloy, teenagers to blindly
send their phone numbers to anony mous users anti have conversations
The world has changed with this
technology. and the attention we
pay as parents musi change with
it I strongly urge the parents at
nly school to sheck their children'. phones and computers regularly I suggest to parents to start
doing it when their children are
young and explain that it is pan
of their lob as a parent
DAVE
MILLER. NEW. YORK
DEAR DAVIE: Thank you for
writing and reminding me that
kids today face many challenges
that had never heen an issue for
theni in past generations Read
on:
DEAR ABBY: The number of
teens and children who engage in
inappropriate sexting and texting
is shocking These behaYlors can
he evidence of sexual exploitation, harassnient. bullying and teen

Et A E3

Alternative diagnosis,
treatment for mouth ulcers

dating vinlence The results of
this teenage behavior can he devastating and have lifetime consequences
Kids sometimes are afraid !o
gm to parents of other responsible adults to seek help when they
need it. often kids rnay not even
know. they arc in trouble or expos
ing themselves to danger by the',
behavior How long do you think
it take, a 'seat' between a girl
and her boyfriend to make it d.
a child porn website"
A cell phone is a computet
and parent, ale responsible t,r
ensuring the safety of their chn
dren and protecting them from
predators and others who might
harm them.
If "Grier as not engaging in
inappropriate behavior, she shouldt be embarrassed if her parents
read thc text messages Abby,
please use your column to help
educate children. teens and their
parents that a text/sex! lasts a
lifetime. -- PATRICIA DAILEY
LEWIS, DEPUTY ATTORNEY
GENERAL.
DELAWARE
DEPARTMENT OF JU3TICE
DEAR ABBY: As a cnme prevention officer. I regularly encourage parents to check a child's cell
phone for bullying and sexting.
mos: of which a child won't share
with a parent. Especially if the
child is the one who is using the
phone to bully others. %he certainly won't share her pictures
with her parents.
Most children are unaware that
state laws have not changed. and
children w.ho send pornographic
pictures of themselves to others
can be charged with distributing
child pornography and may have
to register as a sexual predator
for the rest of their lives Kudos
to "Griefs" father for protecting
his child not only from herself.
hu! ensuring she is not hurting
others' -- CHILD ADVOCATE
IN NORTH CAROLINA

Today In Illstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Nov 9, the
11.3th day of 2010. There are 52
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.
On Nov. 9. 1%5. the great
Northeast blackoui occurred as a
series of power failures lasting
up to 13 1/2 hours left 30 million pellpilf ITI seven states and
part IA Canada without electricity
On this date:
In 1918, it was announced that
Germany's Kaiser Wilhelm II

Murray I.edger & times

DEAR DR. GOTT: I ain writing in reference to the 46-yearold wornyin who was diagnosed
with Pchcet's disease in !Memphis. Tenn
In my mic1-4(8., I kept having
',Louring mouth sores I could
have
from
two to .10 al
a lime This
made speech
and
eating
difficult
I
wen! ;i4 many
doctors in the
area (also in
Memphisi
and was (hagnosed
with
many thiirs.
including
By
mouth thrush.
Dr Peter Gott
nanun
B
deficiency., an ulcerated digestive
system from mouth to anus anti
an allergic reaction to peanuts and
fried foods.
No onc could give me any relief.
and everywhere I went. I received
a different diagnosis.
I decided to go to a chiropractor to see if there might he
anything he could do for me. He
took an X-ray and told me that
a nerve in my neck could be
causing the sores. When I began
getting adjustments to my neck
anti spine, my sores ss ent am,a).
have lx•en sore-free for several
years now and can live a normal
life again.
I just wanted to share my. story
with my reader to remand her that
not all diagnoses are con-ect and
that she might want to consider
a chiropractor. It worked wonder.
for mc
DEAR READER: I ant printing your letter for several reasons. First, you are correct that
not all diagnose, are accurate
Second. your situation is totally.
new to me. Finally. you offer a
possible treatment option.
Chiropractor, are often-overlooked nv• ' .t1
.t

Dr. Gott

based on letter, twin niv reader,. JR' .1 peat sollf...k: 1,1 head
ing Most Auropratit,. heal:bent.
are sale or relat0ely side-etteat
tree i There an:
ept
such
as tor people v. ho
1/( sancer t A chiroptha
tor can't replace a e •td 4,1
s
t:lan. hut if these r..
als work together.
the best chance Ili getting al..
pnate. effective care.
Thank you for writing and
sharing your eyperience. I hope
others can benefit from your
ads,ice
DEAR DR. GOTT: Whv dr,
you write about ‘I/ many esoteric
disease, and medical conditions
niam of which must aft
J handful -I peogle
ha‘en
leCts • •,
ence I only rar..71) lind
lects of interest in your colui.,1.
and I'm an old dude with a number of issues
DEAR READER: "Fhe issues
covered in my column aren't estitenc at all. The purpose of my
column is to help hy. providing
interesting information. facts, treatments. etc.. regarding common.
uncommon and rare disorders.
I often cos er conditions such
as hypenension. high Cholesterol.
unnary-traci infections and
but I also get questions about
tle talked about. little known
rare conditions that. frankly., I find
interesting to research and discuss. I hope that by sharing these
letters in my column. conm
knowledge about these disord.
will increase and might help present Slline of the painful. frustrating situations that people with
these disorders find themselves in
during the diagnosis process.
Without knowing what "ISSLICS"
you have. I cannot begin to discuss them WV/I:Ver. I will try
to Co‘er .onie of the trios! common conditions that occur as we
age an a future column. itist for
iu.

Msfrom Heloise
would abdicate. He then fled to
the Netherlands
In 1935. United Mine Workers president John L. Lewis and
other labor leaders formed the
Committee for Industrial Organization dater renamed the Congress of Industrial Organizations).
le 1938, Nan. luxited anti
baffled synagogues a, well as Jewiiiii-,owned stores and houses in Germany and Austria in a pogrom
that became known as "Kn.:tallnachi

In 1953. author-poet Dylan
Thomas died in New York at age
39
In 1%3. twin disasters struck
Japan as some 450 miners wen!
killed an a coal-dust explosion.
and ahout 160 people died in a
train crash
In 1467. a Saturn V rocket
Larrying an unmanned Apollo
spacecratt blasted off from Cape
Kennedy on a successful test flight
In 1970, former French President Charles de Gaulle died at
age 79
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Name
I hat Child

Dear
Heloise:
Regarding
sending
a
C'HILD
by
ALONE ON
HOWse
A TRIP by
c ommerc a 1
airline: Please he sure the adult
on the receiving end knows the
name the child will be using
when traveling.
My brother called to ask me
to pick up his son at the airport, as his ex-wife was suddenly unable to pick him up.
When I arrived at the airport.
the aiiline asked for the name
of. the child. I responded (these
names are for example purposes only' -- Heloise), "Billy. Green,"
(using my brother's last name).
They had no child listed by that
name. Atter thinking a moment.
I said. •Billy Red" (using his
mother's maiden name). No child
was listed by that name. either.
Finally I tried "Billy GreenRed." Bingo. What a relief. -Christine B. from Orange, Calif.
Christine. thank you for sharing this information. Also, when
sending a child off. be sure NOT
to leave the airport untll the

plane has taken off. You never
know when a delay might happen. -- fieloise
EASY SCRAPING
Dear HeloIse: Start saving
those fake plastic credit cards
and other type cards that come
in the mail. They are ideal for
scraping ice off car windows.
Keep a couple in the glove COMpartnunt. -- Cheryl. via e-mait
BABY TOWELETFES
Dear Heloise: In my family,
I'm known as being "cheap." I
like to think of myself us being
"inventive." My hint is: Since
baby. towelettes are inexpensive
and durable. I have two containers. For one, I pour 1-2 cups
of alcohol in the container and
label the top. I use that for
quick cleaning of the kitchen
counter after I cut chicken or
any. meats, or any surface that
you would use the name-brand
wipes on. The other. I pour :2 cups of vinegar in the container (and label) to use in !-.0
many ways. wiping the glass
stove. kitchen sink. appliances.
etc. The uses are endless! -- Sandy
Herman. Houston
COFFEE CREAMERS
Dear Heleise: To help defray
the cost of liquid/powdered coffee creamers. I do the following: I mix the pnwdered type

with nonfat powdered milk in a
I -to- I ratio more powdered milk
if the creamer is especially flavorful). I mix the liquid with
fat-free half-and-half in the same
ratio. The calorie count and fat
grams also are reduced while
retaining much of the flavor. I
also buy the liquid type when
it is on sale and freeze it. There
is no loss of flavor Doing this
has helped stretch my money..
and 1 alw.ays have some form
of creamer available.
Barbara
W. Delnero. via e-mail
HANDY GROCF:RY BAGS
Dear lieloise: On holidays.
my husband and I spend the
night before cooking for the big
day. I tie plastic bags. the kind
from the grocery' store. on the
handles of the cabinets to 1.1tie
for garbage. It's great for easy.
cleanup and saves steps to the
trash can. -- Marily.n in Nebraska
Send a money -saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, PO. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 78279500(1, or you can fax it to 1210-HELOISE or e-mail it to
HeloisetattHeloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
lc )20 i 0 by. King Features Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords
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IT 5 KUDL1CK. AND
WHAT SEEMS TO
SE DIE PROBLEM(
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lT APPEARS THAT IN CK, PLEASE.
TRY* TC PAD YOUR NOW COULD
RESUME( YOU ACTUALLY THAT 8E?
MANAGED TO MAKE
YOtRSELF LOOK WORSE.

37
38
41
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HEY, CAT, ARE YOU
UGLY FOR A REASON,
OR WERE YOU BORN
THAT WAY.P' .._..:
..........A___A„.....".
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OLAF HAVE YOU EVER
SEEN A COYOTE'
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Holmes' creator
Current of an
"Too rich for my blood'
Circle spokes
Surfed
Blunder
Old horse
Mal de —
Typical soldier
Sachet scent
Some Picassos
Revered one
Latvia's capital
Yellow gem
Overwatered
Oozes
Fitting
Chum
Fake hair
Saw stars, in a way
Judy Jetson's brother
Composer's creation
Mister, in Madrid
Macho fellow

Lacking color
Rotate
Caprice
luny amount
Broadway's Verdon
Sticky stuff
Take to court
G A L

A B
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WELL, ,"-OR STARTERS, UNDER
PCST-GRAMATE EPUCATION
YOU VE USTED
'
'TWO TERMS OF i
SOCOL;

ACROSS
1
6
11
12
13
15
16
17
18
20
23
27
28
29
31
32
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120 AWAY FRONI

FOR MURRAY STATE:

TOMMY DILLARD Lover & firms
Murray State running back Mike Harris lets through a hole
during an Oct. 30 game at Eastern Kentucky. Harris carried for 244 yards over the weekend and could reach
1,000 this Saturday at Austin Peay.

By TOMMY MIIAND
Sports Editor
Barring an injury or rnaior
offensive
breakdown
over
Murray State's final two games
of the season, Mike Harns
het:trine the RaLers' first 1.000ard
rusher
since
Billy
Blanchard in 2002
The junior transfer. who came
Jo
Murray
State
from
Independenci.
Community
College in Kansas. is just 120

Saturday

yards away from the milestone
after Saturday•s career-high 244yard-day in Murray State's 44
13 win over Tennessee Te,..h
C'onsidering Hams is averaging more than 125 yards per Miting. he could very kk ell reach the
I .0111 plateau this Saturday when
the Racers travel to Austin Peay.
The possibility must make
head coach Chns Hatcher escited. nght'
"Never even thought about

Statp at
I/
1.

wnen •
Where,
Radio. I,.
Records ..1
2 5 0'0
Last meeting '2009
Senes,

3r, ,

it. Hatcher said at his Monday
press contercnce -I don't really
look al the suits and things of
that nature Each game. we just
try to make sure he and the rest
ot our playmakers get plenty of
toil,. be.

HiltCht:r

lues

hOrk.

reaches 13XX). however. if only
because of what it could mean
for his squad's chances at winning in their final two outings v [chines that would give the
Racers their first winning season
once 2004.
"If he doesn't get it. we're
probably in trouble offensively.he said. "So from that standpoint. I hope he gets well over
1.000 yards because that will
mean we're moving the ball and
sconng a lot of points.Saturday s win wasn't the
See FOOTBALL. 12
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL: FREED-HARDEMAN AT MURRAY STATE
TONIGHT IM 7 P.M.
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Racer Sports in Briet

CFSB CENTER

Carrico
leads way
for MSU at
Stetson
From MSU Athletics
The Murray State Racers
have a spot in seventh place
after 36 holes of the Stetson
CFSC Invitational at Victoria
Hills GC in Deland, Fla..
eir final event of the fall
portion of the 2010-11 searon.
The Racers carded scores
of 307-298=605 which is tv..0
shots behind sixth place
Florida Atlantic 1603) and
11 shots from founh place
Stetson
and
BethuneCookman each at 592.
Cameron
Carrico
is
NISU-s top perfumer after
putting up scores of 6972---141 to stand in third
place in the field of 50 competitors. while Dustin Gosser
was in 25th place with scores
of 79-74=153.
Hunter York was in 28th
place with rounds of 78-76'54. Hunter Ford had a spot
in 36th place with score, ot
SI-76.157. while Patrick
Newcomb stood in 39th
place after rounds of 8477=161.
Florida Gulf Coast was
the leader at 568, with
Jacksonville State in second
place at 578 and USC
Upstate in third with a 584.
Lipscomb had a spot in
eighth place at 624. while
Florida A&M was in ninth at
652.
The final round will be
played Tuesday morning.

LOU ISVIL E

Surging
Cardinals in
line for first
bowl since
2007
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(APICharlie Strong was way
ahead of the curve.
The first-year Lou i sy le
coach always maintained the
struggling program would he
competitive sooner rather than
later. even if his own players
were skeptiLal following three
years of losing under Steve
Kragthorpc.
As the surging Cardinals are
starting to find out. Strong has
a tendency to be right.
Louisville 15-4. 2-2 Big East)
hosts South Florida (5-3. 2-2)
on Saturday one ). iLtoty shy
from being bowl eligible for
11-9
•See LOUISVILLE. 12

Wildcats
searching
for bowl
eligibility
KENTUCK1 HOSTS
V% NDERBILT
SATURDAY IN
FINAL HOME CAME

LEXINGTON. Ky. AP) Kentucky linebacker Ricky
Lumpkin knows his legacy has
come down to two games.
A school-record four-year
bowl streak started during
Lumpkin's first year on campus.
his redshin year. At a school not
traditionally recognized for its
football prowess. Lumpkm
knows going bowling is a big
deal.
But with two games left this
season. Kentucky 15-5, I-5) is
still a win shy of bowl eligibility.
It was in the same situation
last year. too: two games left to
find one win. Vanderbilt and
Tennessee left on the schedule.
Last season. the Wildcats won at
Vanderbilt Stadium to become
bowl eligible before losing to
Tennessee for a 25th straight
time.
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Kentucky hosts Vanderbilt I 2Murray State head coach Billy Kennedy addresses fans prior tc his team's Fan Jam Scrimmage on
Oct. 28. The Racers 7. 1-5) on Saturday in what will
open up play tonight in an exhibition against Freed-Hardernan. an NAIA school located in Henderson.
Tenn.
Lumpkin's final home game.
His legacy. could be defined and
honored on the same day..
"Ilkie don't want to be that
team to undo it." Lumpkin said.
"It's just like if you have a long
winning streak. You don't want
to he that team that ends that
150-game winning streak. That's
how. this team feels. We don't
want to come in here and bc
remembered as that team that
Tonight
underachieved and ended the
Freed-Hardeman at Murray State
great bowl streak."
When. p
Lurnpkin
said
winning
Where CFSB (prier
Saturday
was that much more
Radio' WFGS 103'
important because of Kentucky's
2009-10 recordS: 11-1U 22 11 12.4 TranSoutto PASU
31 5(.7 1 OVCI
bye week before ending its regulast meeting: Th.s Is the first meeting between the
lar season at Tennessee on Nov.
two schools
27. and riot necessarily because
Kentucky's losing streak to the
Miles. the incumbent starter. has been
slowed
Volunteers is the longest currents
a deep knee broise.
By TOMMY DILLARD
streak between opponents in the
The rest of the Racers' lineup y% ill include
Sports Editor
country.
senior B.J. Jenkins and sophomore Isaiah
Surprise. surprise.
"We have to go into the bye
The thing Murray State head coach Billy Canaan at the other two guard slots and '
week with a Will and know we
a rumor. and Jc!
Kennedy most wants to see out of his team wards Ivan
san improve what we're doing,
in its first outing
the 2010-11 season McClain. a senior.
there are things we need to fix
Freed-Hardeman. which is losated ivv, ,
tonight is it tone-setting performance on
but
hours
everybody's
south
happy."
of
Henderson.
Murray
Tenn
in
defense.
Lumpkin said. "I've been here
The Racers were the OV(''s premier is ranked No. 23 nationally in NAL
when we've gone into a bye
delense in 2009-10. allow mg opponents Just already has a game under its belt, h.,
ueek with losses like 49-0 to
60.4 points per contest. and will hurt! to opened the season with a 64-58 win
LSI! tin 2006). That wasn't fun.
open the 11,2%k year with a suffocating per- Bryan College on Saturday.
The bye week wasn't a bye."
1-he Lions are a veteran-led squad returnformance in an exhibition against FreedCoach Joker Phillips was in
ing three players who averaged in double
Flardeman at 7 p.m.
his second season as Kentucky's
-It will be our first game under the lights figures last season. including Yet-sable sell
offensive coordinator and wide
v.ith this it:a111. and e %%all( 10 NCI the tone tor Ken Bingham. who poured in 15.4 points
receivers coach in 201X).
grabbed
and
4.6
rebounds
2009-10.
in
defensively.- Kennedy said at last week's
...ear. thc Wildcats finished 8-5
Kennedy also evpressed concern over(1
Media Day evem. "We feel like 1111C11
witiding a 2X-20 win in the
toot-h. 238-pound forward Kyle Teishinann.
step on the floor. %NC t.':111
Music City Bowl over Clemson.
who averaged 12.3 points and 5.7 rebounds
teams.
Before then. Kentucky hadn't
-We'y e got to do a better job 01 taking per game.
won a bowl game since the 1984
But the filth-year head coach is concare of the basketball and. offensively. our
Hall of Fame Bowl, when
shot selection hasn't heen great and we 111111 cerned more with his own squad in what will
Phillips t1, as a senior wide
the hall over more than I would like. be the Racers' only tune-up her014..*
TOMMY DIU.ARD / Ledger & Times rixel% et- with the A ildsats.
Hopefully. on Tuesday. we'll slow down mg a dangerous East Tennessee State club Junior forward
Kayla Lowe puts this
Phillips briefly acknowledged
into the CFSB Center Nov. 15 for the rep'
some.shot up over redshirt freshman the bowl streak's importance
lar-season opener.
Kennedy announced the probable starting
"Vile want to w
Aubrey Minix during the Racers" Fan Monday. Going to the postseaNo_ I.- lie said
lineup hir tonight's game alter Monday's
"Hopetull we'll be able to see mu oidc, Jam scrimmage. Murray State wel- son for a fifth straight year
practice. giving semoi guard kick.. Miles the
guys play like the. 'le capable ot and be comes St. Catharine to the CFSB would give the likildcats somenod over Jewutin Long. who had played his
thing to build on and also be a
way into contention tor a spot over the pam more consistent. because the\'ve heen up Center for their season-opener
boon to recruiting_
See BASKETBALL.
several weeks.
Saturday night.
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Monday
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College
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From Page 11
r out
most rle.tillt mg
ing ot the Race's' season me was
it then most dominant pel t01111
t.r
.11lie 011 tletell‘C. ardageHut it ma) ha.e heel% then
most complete gator actoss
11.1talel
three phases ol
S1111.

h
the hist yea' hcad
111)P""e
411
"

ment.
l'be Racers put togethci nine
wonng drives on the day. hut
tour to those resulted in iield
goals, especially in the first half
when Murniy State snuggled to
finish dnves.
Some ot that blame falls to
quartet back Casey Hi ockman,
who mined in hi. second consecutive undo whelming out:ng
atter scveial straight gams in
which the .ophomote Calloway
County nett% e ...mid seemingly
do no wrong
"We need it+ br mote elfi.tent
at scoring se.ens insiead
threes." Hatchet .tutl "I thuds ;I
(Brockman) had played a little
better at times, ne could haye
opened that game up early 011.
We had an °minima) to blow
them out ot the water early, hut
instead it stayed nght around 4
lOiti-posse•ktott ionic
Hatcher said Brockman needed to make heart decisions v.,ith
the tootball and lett ses eta! plays
thc held in which he tnisse,ri
open receivers
SIIKT twisting on the Sk
V:1111 all 8-tor-S
performance
coming oft thr twitch agrunst
Tennessee-Martin on Sept 25,
Brockman has posted his two
lowest completion peicentage.
met his last two outings
Still. hr thiovi, mg tot moic
yardage pei game than an) othei
quarterback in the Ohio Valle%
Contcirlit:C anti ranks thud in
the league in passing efficient.)
with a rating ol

hal gioup,- he said
get
used to wotking togethet. and
you duos% a new maii in them
• NOIIICIttlles it iatist:, ploh
10111s litit I thought otti gti..
handled that chanecup wally

Dam's

• klundella, who has twit a
.og on the 1ine all season,
"011.1 Plik) .92•0111`1 Vis1111 Pea%
either and is out indefinitely with
what Mitchel called "a paperwork issue "
In addition to theokti,„
Racers have also gotten strong
play Innti then two tack!rs
Raymond Hopson and Rodetick
Tomlin
of late
Hatcher called S4Itit 411\ 's
OWN: the best ol thc 1W111.011 1,11
Hopson while Tomlin played
particularly
against boleti,
Kentucky.
Defensively. Hatcher said the
line has been the key to back to
back stmng performances,
wet:distill) crediting minim end
Matt Johnson 411ti 1411Ales It% .111
Walkei and Joe tiamsk)
"We're getting some play
!row sonic guys up Inuit who
mall) 1.1e1V11.1 011 the railai early
in the y eat,- he said 1 think
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The Murray High School girls cross country team poses with Its Class A, Region 1
runner-up trophy after Saturday's championship meet at Marshall County.
Pictured, from lett: Abigail Paschall, Heatherly Paschall, Jessica Vance, Kenzley
Sparks, Zan Speed, Claire Wilson and Etta Danielson.
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Murray Home & Auto
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